O'Neill achieved most of his goals
By Mike Kelly

than DRAC."
administration, the number of
commuter parking spaces have
Janet Prince, chairman of the
been considerably increased. The
board, agreed with O'Neill. "We
committee has also, according to
have just been established, an_d
Langan, made progress in per- are still in an organizatiJnal
suading area landlords to a ~. phase, bul we definitely have
a standardized lease, and is cu, - potential," said Prince. "Ali:-ently- organizing a commuter ready," she added, "The board
center.
has given students significantly
Although work was done on it more voice in the day to day decibefore. the O'Neill campaign, the sions of running the MUB. This
establishment of.a strong student will increase even more with
Board of Governors for the MUB time."
The eslablishment of a oac,s/
was largely realized during his
administration. According to fail systern that has some appeal
O'Neill, the board "has the poten- . for both students and professors
tial to be a very effective or- was cited by many as arrimporganization. It has come out
O'NEILL, page 12
having a ~ot of teeth--more teeth

for his term: to expand the
At the end of this semester, Dining and Residence Advisory
after one year in office, Jim Committee <DRAC), to organize
O'Neill will step down as student a commuter committee, to set up
body president.
a student board of governors for
The past year has been one of the Memorial Union Building
political apathy at UNH, and \ (MUB) and to re-establish a coO'Neill's administration has had . hesive pass/fail system.
to cope with this. There have
been important political issues at
stake in the last year, but none
that have stirred the student body
into action.
Most of these goals have been
O'Neill was elected in a run-off accomplished. Under the guiagainst Cindy Brown, in which he dance of Don Langan, an O'Neill
·captured 70 percent of the vote. appointed vice-president of comShortly after his victory, in an muter affairs, a committee to
interview with The New Hampstudy commuter problems has
shire, he stated some of his goals
been established. Under O'Neill'~

News analysis
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Franklin Theater
change proposed

-

proposed

By Pamela Cary

lo the hoard's - approval of
Franklin
Theater
owner
f);ivison's proposal is the parking
William Davison has applied lo
situation.
change the Franklil) inlo a res''J\s f:ir as I'm concerned," slic
taurant and lounge.
said, "there is only sufficient
Ihivison made his request lo · · parking for employees but not for
' t.he Durham Planning Board last
customers according to the law
WPdncsday . Bo<.1rd Chairwoman
of the Zoning Board . Customers
l{e~cca Frost said the board will
hav<' always used the municipal
not rule on Davison's request
parking on the opposite side of
until late DecembPr.
Pl'ltPc Brook Lane."
l)avison said his request "has
frost said Davison will have to
nothing to do" with his proposal
ask the Zoning Board for a varlast Scplemher to change the
iance to change lhc provisions in
J<'ranklin into a nightclub. That
the town ordinance on parking_.
1
request w<.1s denied by the board
"The Zoning Board is a crazy
and is pending uppe~d in Superior
judic.:i<.1! hoard," said Frost, "and
•Court.
very conservative, so Davison
Davison said he wants to build
may have a little trouble there."
a JOO-scat restaurant and a f>OFrost said Davison's nightelub
scat lounge in the balcony of the
proposal. was rejected because
thcc.1le1. Movie:-. would 11ot ·IJc
--in general the Planning Board
shown.
thought it was not a suitable use
''It will he to the local communfor this <.1rc..i."
ities' advantage, " said Davison,
She said the new proposal will
"because we will be able to stay
not tw rejected for similar
open all year 'round and accommoreasons. "People feel differently
date the general public instead ·of
about a plac.:c where .you <:an eat
just students."
and drink rather than just
· Dc.1vison would not say if I.he
drinking all evening," she said.
Franklin is in financial straits.
f<'rost said she does not know
"I don't see where that's any
what the board will de<.'.idc.
business of yours," he said.
-FRANKLIN page 14 .
Frost said the ma ·or obstacle

By Arthur lllman
A proposal for the construction
of three "heat recovery" incinerators for the use of Durham,
UNH, and eight neighboring
towns has been approved by the
Durham Board of Selectmen.
Patrick
Miller,
Assistant
Director of Engineering, said
"The preliminary cost for the new
system would be 1.5 million dollars."
, Durham, UNH, Barrington,
Newmarket, Stratham, Newington, Northwood, Greenland, Lee
and Madbury would each join in
the financing of the system in
proportion to each town's anticipated use, according to Miller.
" We nave re.acned a pomt
where we recognize the need of
recycling. We are reviewing
alternate means of trash disposal," said Incinerator Coq1mittee member Jim Chamberlain,
a Durham town selectman.
"The principle behind the new
incinerator is to produce energy
when dispos;ng of solid waste.
The heat recovery system would
create steam for the UNH steam
system," he said.
Chamberl~in said UNH researched the proposed system
and will consider the new incinerators if "a vast amount of money
can be saved."
Miller said the system would
accommodate IO percent of UNH's
steam demand. "the eQuivaJent
- of 15,000 pounds of steam."
The engmeermg tlrm or Camp,
Dresser, and McKee was contracted by the Durham Board of
Selectmen to draft a proposal.
The proposal, approved by the
Durham selectmen, is still subject to apprqyal by the University
Board of Trustees, and by the in:
dividual towns, in March.
The proposal calls for the i.{1stallation of three incinerators,
each capable of-handling 25 tons
of solid waste per day. Two incin-

Nobody is going to mess with Ronald, who struck this
pose on Main Street yesterday. ( Art Illman photo)
erators would be used simultaneously with the third on reserve, according to Chamberlain.
Miller said the new incinerators would be constructed behind
the UNH Heating Plant.
"The proposed system will
haridle 50 tons of waste a day,"
said Miller.
The
present
incinerator,
located on Durham Point Road,
disposes of 20 tons of solid waste
daily. five days a week, according to Gill Lang, supervisor
of the Durham Point Incinerator.
"I like what I see so far," Lang
said of the · proposed heat-recovery incinerators.
"The new system would utilize
the manpower presently at the
UNH power plant," Chamberlain

By Kate McClare

Experts
debate
nuclear
power

INCINERATOR, page 13

INSIDE _ _ ___;;.__ _ _..::.____ _
MUB Pub
The MUB Pub has been
losing money since Septem ber. For a look
at the Pub's future,
phis an analysi~ of
the situation, see page
3.

or even injury" to power plant
Nuclear power is the only via- - workers or to the public resulting
ble source of available energy, from nuclear plants.
according to Energy Research
He said this should be conGroup Technical Director Ian trasted with deaths from a pro:
Forbes and Hugh Tuttle, a mem- posed alternate energy source,
ber of the Public Service Co. 's coal.
Board of Directors.
Forbes said a study by the NaBut Harvard biologist George tional Academy of Sciences
Wald says the refusal of insu- -shows 21,000 deaths each year
rance companies to cover nuc- east of the Mississippi River from
lear plants is ample evidence of coal burning plants. ·
the plants' dangers.
Coal presents "serious health
They made their remarks at a and environmental" dangers,
public forum on nuclear energy Forbes maintained. "Mining is
which was sponsored by the So- the riskiest occupation," he said,
ciety Against Nuclear Energy with deaths from accidents and
(SANE) last night.
.
black lung.
·
Speaking before about 50 peoHe also said recent failures of
ple in the Elliott Alumni Center,
hydroelectric dams in J_he Unitr,J
Tuttle said, "The facts are that
there has been not a single death
DE BA Tl:,_page 4

I

~==================~======7
Emmy
New Hampshire Public Television has won
an Emmy award. For
the story and other
good stuff, including
. a Monty Python review turn tffpage l 0.

3-5
UNH goalie Mark Evans was showered with
shots Saturday night
in Ithaca, N.Y. as Cornell peppered him with
74 shots. Evans did
well, rejecting 64 of
them, but the Cats
lost, 10-4.
See the
story on page 16.
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..--- News Briefs..,__
· - Transfer Committee forms
Blood drive
to help new. students adjust
The Durha_m Red Cross Blood Drive drew 286 pints of blood yesterday, the first day of the four day drive, according to chairman
Jarry Stearns.
Three hun~ed and four donors came to the MUB the first day.
ane!
Sttearnsb said, "If it keep; up like this for the full four days it will
be JUS eaut1tu1. ·
'
. Ste~rns said that yesterday's turnout was "just gorgeous cons1dermg !he bad weather conditions. We just hope the students
can ~eep 1t up."

WUNH officers
Senior Ste~e Wbodward i~ the new general manager of WUNHFM a~ter votmg among_ station members last night.
Jumor Lou Bruno will return as program director with Mark
Ward a_nd senior Debbie Wessels returning as chief engineer
and business manager respectively. ~
Sophomore Steve Sauchelli will take over as the new music director and sophomore Jack Edwards will be the new sports director.

Calculus program
U~m will spen~ $311,546 to develop a new course structure,
curriculum materials and teaching strategies for freshman calculus.
1: grant fro~ the N~tional Science Foundation Division of
Science Educat10n Resourc~_Improvement will provide $206,900
of ~he 1!1oney. The remammg $104,646 will be paid by the
Umvers1ty.
_"We are creating a program in which each of our students
. will be _able to learn calculus-- and receive whatever remedial
help might be necessary to this learning process-- at his or
her own speed,'' said Ma th Professor Richard Balomenos.
The new progr~m will offer students the option to attend lectures_ when and 1f they want, full-time tutorial services, and
a choice of when they will be tested.
T~e large~t part of the funds will go to the development
of films which demonstrate the uses of calculus outside of
math.

The weather
The National Weather Service predicts snow mixing with freezing rain or sleet for today with high temperatures not expected to
be above 30 degrees. Occasional snow mixed with rain is predicted for tonight with lows in the 20s.
.
Mixed precipitation is forecast for Wednesday with high temperatures in the low 20s.
The extended forecast tb_ ough the weekend calls for clearing
skies with a slight warmin~ trend.
Chance of precipitation is 80 per cent today and tonight.

SANE organi~es
to fight rate hike
By Paul Keegan
The UNH chapter of the Society
Against Nuclear Energy (SANE)
has found great support in its
drive to block the Public Service
Company's (PSC) rate hike, according to SANE member David
Hills.
"A lot of people are outraged,"
said Hills, a junior general studies major. "The hike is going to
mean adding $40 to a $200 electric
bill. We've been saying all along
that nobody's going to be able to
support the nuke plant, and now
people are starting to feel it."
An estimated half of the $32
million raised through the 17 per
cent rate hike will go the Construction Work in Progress
- (CWIP) at the Seabrook nuclear
power plant.
The increase went into effect on
Dec. 3. It will increase UNH's
electric bill about $10,000 next
semester.
SANE, along with 22 other citizen action groups across the state, .
is trying to distribute postcards
to all local residents.
The post cars are pre-addressed to the Governor and Executive
Council and the Public Utilities
Commission(PUC), and carry a
message opposing the rate hike.
The PUC must approve the rate
hike by June 1, according to Jeff
Brummer, the coordinator of the
Campaign to Stop the Rate Hike.
The Granite State Alliance of
Manchester, a citizen action
group, organized the canvassing,
according to Brummer.
''The response has been excellent," said Brummer. ''The only
question is whether we can afford
to print out enough post cards.''
Buddy Jenkins, Gov. Tho_mson's ,

press secretary, said the Governor has received ari estimated 500
pieces of mail against the rate
hike, though he said he does not
know how many of those were the
pre-addressed post cards.
PUC officials were unavailable
for comment.
Jenkins said a decision would
be made tomorrow on whether to
put the matter on the Governor's
Council agenda for its next meeting.
According to SANE member
Deidre Blair, about 30 people
from the UNH chapter of SANE
have been going door-to-door in
the area. She said 500 postcards
were distributed the first day.
''People are clamoring for
them," said Blair. "I met a woman who wanted to be sent 50 of
them."
Blair said SANE has been involved in the canvassing since
Dec. 2, the day before the increase went into effect.
The Granite State Alliance met
last night to determine how long
to continue the canvassing. The
Public Utility Commission has to
approve the rate hike before it becomes official, though a bond put
up by the PSC makes it legal for
it to institute the increase before
the approval. The results of last
, night's meetin~ were not available at press time.
Hills said the 17 per cent rate
hike is actually a 22 per cent hike
when five per cent is added for
the fuel adjustment surcharge.
The 17 per cent increase is only
from the old base rate to the new
base rate, not including the surcharge.
Hills said residents can expect this type of increase every

By Judi Paradis
A group of 11 transfer students
have formed a transfer committee to help new students adjust to
UNH.
Karen· Brown, who transferred
to UNH last semester and is a
member of the committee, said,
"We didn't think it was fair that
the freshmen got picnics, orientation and things like that. This
group is a chance for people to
meet each other because we have
to live off campus."
The-800 students transferring to
UNH each September and 300 to
400 others transferring in
January are frequently in an
awkward position, according to
the committee chairwoman Anne
Caputi. They are new to UNH and
frequently have difficulty adjusting to life here.
Virginia Griewank, assistant
dean of students, said it is harder
to plan an orientation for transfer
students than for freshmen.
"We're still working on that," she
said, "and I'm not sure we'll ever
get it right. Transfer students are
such a varied group of people.
The group varies and their needs
vary. We have freshmen coming
in to take one or two credits to
women who have been out of
school for years raising a family

transferring past credits and
everything in between. It's not
the way it is with freshmen. They
usually have many of the same
interests so it's a little easier to
plan."
· "It's not meant to separate
transfers. It's a place to help
them assimilate," Caputi said.
Caputi said, "The group pretty
mucn Just tell together." The
committee's major effort this
semester was a party for transfer
students which Caputi said "was
pretty much of a flop."
· Caputi is not concerned about
the failure of the group's first
venture. "The party was
organized in mid-semester and
most students were pretty much
assimilated by then,'' she said.
Caputi said she is expecting the
group to play a major role in introducing transfer students to the
University next semester.
.
Caputi said the group has
already mailed out a letter
specifying that the Transfer
Committee is a group separate
from the UNH administration.
"We're trying to let them
know," Caputi said, "we're
people like you that have already
been here."
The group plans to have a booth

at registration to introduce transfer students to the organization.
"We are planning a party and a
meeting
between
transfer
students a,nd professors for
academic problems before
Iclasses begin," said Brown.
Griewank, who acts as an advisor for the committee said, "It
(the committee) is a cooperative
effort. They know the University
and therefore, what the needs of
transfer students are. They know
what these people need to know.
"They are an excelMnt group,"
Griewank said. "They are small,
but very committed.''
"We have lots of ideas," Caputi
said. "If we had larger forces we
could get some of them going."
Caputi mentioned such things as
a big brother /big sister group
similar to the one for freshmen,
and a phone number people could
call for information.
The group meets Tuesdays at
12: 30 in the Commuter Lounge of
the Memorial Union Building
(MUB). They are interested in
getting volunteers to help trans:fer students assimilate. "The
basic push to get things done,"
Caputi said, "should come from
the students, not the administration."

Shoplifting, vandalism increase
By Sue Hertz
Shoplifting and vandalism in
Durham have increased since
mid:Semester. according to lucal
merchants and University administration.
In addition, vandalism at UNH
more thau doubled from the 197576 term to 1976-77, according to
the Annual Report of the Public
Safety Division for the Fiscal
Year 1976-77.
UNH Police Lt. Paul Ross said, ·

past years.
"In November. there are more
people out. Freshmen know the
campus better. There are more
parties going on. Where there are
more people there is more
mischief," he said.
According to Wooct, areas that
have seen a major increase in
vandalism are parking lots A, B,
Hand W, Christensen Hall, Gibbs
Hall, Scott Hall, Stoke, the ROTC
building and Snively Arena.
"'The co.:,to ( of rgp~iring vanAc>f'ording to Director of the
dalized property) are reported to Memorial Union Building (MUBl
Work Control. I'd estimate J. Gregg Sanborn, vandalism
$25,000 per year."
- began increasing after midDin!ctor of Work Control Peter semester this year.
Ohlenbusch said no precise
"Since mid-November," he
figures on the cost of vandalism said, "the MUB has had a couch
are available. He said a .:-er ,:U ...it , stolen from the Commuter
account for vandalism has been Lounge, ceiling tiles broken, and
started this year.
an increase of graffiti on the
UNH· Police Lt. Lloyd Wood h~throom walls."
said the increase in vandalism
Sanborn said it is a "fairly safe
started in November. as it has in assumption the damage is done

by students.
"With the increase of academic
pressure
comes
more
frustration," he said. "Destruction is a means to release that
pressure."
"After mid-semester the work
piles up," said Assistant Dean of
Students William Kidder. "The
student thinks, 'I'm not doing as
well in my courses as I thought.'
Vandalism is a release for that
pressure."
Jess Gangwer of Town and
Campus said vandalism is down

in the variety store, but shoplifting is up.
"It's too cold for the kids to get
out and vandalize. However, this
is a busy time of year for shoplifting," he said.
Shop and Save Manager James
Bowden said, "There is no increas.e in vandalism but shopliftV ANQALISM, page 7

The Seabrook nuke-a risky investment?

David Hills
year to fund the nuke plant.
"The question is," said Brummer, "should it be investors or
consumers who fund the plant. I
think people will feel pretty damn
strongly about being forced investors in this thing. The risks
must remain with private capital.
"It's a political question now,
not a technical question. If it's
going to cost Thomson too much
poli_tically to have this thing
shoved down our throats, ·he'll
have to think about it.''
Brummer said the PUC has
been "in the hip pocket of the
Public Service Company" and
that it will take "a lot of work" to
make it politically unsafe for the
rate hike to go through.

By Steve Ericson
The Public Service Company's
(PSC) recent 17 per cent rate increase may indicate that the
cpmpany is having financial
tl\>ubles in conjunction with the
construction of the Se~brook nuclear power plant.
Over half the $32 million expected to be raised by the increase is to be used for funding
the Seabrook oroiect
According to . Edward Stue}?s,
an engineer for PSC, "the money is
neeaea tor CWIP, (Construction
Work In Progress) to help pay interest on money invested (by
New England power companies)
in Seabrook."

News analysis
Outcry against the rate hike
has been heavy. The Granite
State Alliance Campaign· to Stop
the Rate Hike, sponsored by the
Granite State Alliance, was organized to try to block the rate increase and, according to spokesman Richard Little, the favorable response to the campaign
"has been overwhelming."
After the amount of opposition
that PSC has encountered so far
during construction of the plant,
the company must have expected
this unfavorable response to the
rate hike.

For this reason, it is likely that
PSC would have chosen to borrow
money or . sold more investment
shares to fund the construction if
either were feasible. The fact
that they did not indicates that
gaining funds in this manner may
be more difficult than they have
indicated.
As it is, the request for the rate
increase came less than a year
after one of Seabrook's major investors, North East Utilities,
(NEU), announced plans to sell
its 12 per cent share of stock in
the nuclear project. _
Over a year has passed since
NEU's announcement that it
would sell its shares in Seabrook.
PSC itself owns 50 per cent of
the total stock in the project and
that makes the 12 per cent figure
even more significant.
According to Gordon McKenney, a spokesman for PSC, "six
or seven New England power
companies are interested in picking up NEU's share of the investments.''
The fact that it has taken that
long for other power companies
to take an interest in the shares
suggests that they are something
less than a solid investment.
Add to this the fact that the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
PSC, page 14

,
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_The MUB Pub's troubles-a lack of communication

J. Gregg Sanborn

By Mike Mmigan
'fhe MUB Pub has lost more
than $8,000 this semester, and for,
the longest time, nobody seemed
Jo know whv. __
·
But the ~rend may be changing,
because fmally, people have begun to talk about the problems
plaguing the MUB Pub Club.
'TechnicaUy, the MUB Pub
Board of Governors is responsi~ for the loss,' ' MUB Director J.
. . regg Sanborn said yesterday.
"But fo the ffnal analysis, I, as
director, could be held responsible.''
Sanborn's comments were refreshing because it was the first

sign that someone is beginning to ,
realize that the University in- '
directly, and the MUB directly,
cannot afford to run a losing business. For the majority of the
semester, employees, administrators and students in general
were all blaming each other for
the Pub's failure.

News analysis

"Part of the reason I've allowed the situation to get to the
extent that it has," Sanborn said.
"is that I've tried to respond to
the particular interests - of the
Pub Board of the Governors, the · MUB PUB, page 5

Buildups will. end
second semester
By Rosalie H. Davis
All students now living in buildups will be placed in regular
housing in residence halls next
semester, according to Housing
Coordinator Marc Robillard.
One hundred and eighty students remain in buildups and
overcapacity housing, including
triples, in 13 residence halls.
Most of them are in Stoke, Williamson, and Chris fen.sen, .ac- ·
cording to Robillard.
·
"Two hundred and twenty students requested to break their
room and board contracts," said
Robillard, "and all those requests were granted. These students were either trying to move
into a sorority or fraternity or offcampus," he said.

"We have accepted 87 requests
for on-campus housing," said
Robillard. "Unless a student with
a medical problem asks us for
housing, we will not accept any
more."
Students wUl r_eq~ive a· 20 percent reduction from the weekJy
regular housing rate for each
week they spent in buildups, according to Robillard.
Alexander Hall -head resident
James Williams said, "There are
about 20 men still in buildups
(triples) in Alexander. I imagine
that most of them will be in
regular housing by next semes~
ter. Some might be leaving to go
to other halls.
_

Pub management, and the
workers in the Pub."
All too often, these particular
interests haven't been the same.
Personality conflicts have
plagµed the Pub all semester
long . Students have blamed the
downfall of the Pub on the absence of Rick Bean. Pub workers
have blamed the newly formed
Pub Entertainment Committee
for booking inferior acts . Others
have talked of mismanagement.
1 ·ke most people, George
.Me• tiz, a Whittemore School -of
Bus:ness and Economics <WSBE)
intern in the Pub feels the lack of

Pub to
·o pen
.
seven
nights

Jeffrey O~ore

By Brian Broad
Rich Kane, MUB Pub manager and catering coordinator, announced yesterday that the MUB Pub will open seven nights a
week for the beginning of the second semester but will limit openings to four if there is no change in business volume.
Kane, who spoke to 40 Pub staff members, said the decision had
been made by the MUB Pub's Board of Directors as the result of
the $8,000 loss suffered by the Pub from its opening in September
through Nov. 25.
Kane told his student employees that the Pub would remain
open seven•nights from Jan. 15 to Feb. 15, while new procedures
are implemented in an effort to win back student support for the
Pub.
Kane asked the employees to consider working , elsewhere if
possible, since all jobs could not be guaranteed past Feb. 15. He
said no new employees would be hired, and he would try to retain
as -many of the current employees as possible.
Kane said, "The chief problem in the Pub is the entertainment.
Currently, the same type of entertainment is being rehired over
and over. People who have given poor showings here have been
rehired with no consideration of their past performances."
Kane said the key to the problem has been the ineptness of the
student Entertainment Committee. They evaluate entertainment
and decide what will draw people in. "If they bomb out once, don't
hire them back again," said Kane.
"Another factor has been the non-commitment ·· 1on the part of
PUB DECIS·iON, page 14

BUILD-UPS, page 13

Women employees
increase at UNH
By J erry Desmarais
The University System Office
of Affirmitive Action <AA)
cUIIIOUHCell la~L week that UNH

is hiring more women than
expected to non-faculty positions,
but fewer minorities and fewer
women faculty.
AA Director Nancy Deane said
her office has completed the first
year of its five year plan for
equality in hiring ahead ot
. schedule for non-faculty employees.
Under federal law, the University is required to draw up and
follow an AA plan to ensure equal
opportunity in the hiring of
women and minorities.
·The first annual progress
report on the plan was presented
to the Board of Trustees in
November and released to The
New Hampshire last Thursday.
The AA plan, in part, reviews
the rate at wnich women and
minorities are represented among
different areas of employment
in the University System. If
this rate does not reflect the
number of qualified female or
minority individuals in the field,
a goal is set for hiring in that
field.
Deane reported that in the year
since the plan began in July
1976, 38 per cent of all non-faculty
employees hired were women,
while a goal of only 27 per cent
was set for that time.
Although seven women faculty
mem_.!>ers were hired in that time,
women remain under represented among the faculty by six
oer cent, or 31 people, Deane
:;aid.
Goals for hiring minorities
Nere not met because, according
:o the report, '-'so few minorities
apply for positions at the University System institutions."
The annual reports are studied
by the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare's Office
of Civil Liberties to see that the
plan is being followed, Deane
Sliding down the snowy steps near the Dimond Library isn't just re~erved for students.
said.
If the goals are not met,
(ArtIDmanphoto)
·
it could Fesult in the loss of

Nancy Deane
federal fun din~, which amounts
to over $8.5 million for the University System. That possibility
is unlikely, she said.
"This is only the first year of
a five year plan. There are many
more steps before that point (the
loss of federal funding)," Deane
said.
Affirmative Action works with
the respective college officials in
recruiting faculty. Full time
faculty vacancies are advertised
10n national , regional arid- local
levels. AA also uses fem ale and
·minority caucuses and job referral groups as well as veteran and
handicapped organizations.
Non-faculty . members are re-,
cruited by the personnel department. Donald Orlando, employment manager at UNH, said his
department has, "very close
working relations with Affirmative Action. The principles of
equal opportunity apply to our
office as well."
Orlando said nothing major has
changed in the recruiting process
here since the AA plan began.
"We always review our means of
. reaching people," he said.
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S.V.J.O·.
MEETING

Experts debate nuclear power

December 14th 1 ·p.m._
in. Roo_m 11-0A _in MUB

Anyone interested in paid
officers position in The Student Video Tape organizq- ·
tion for next semester should
attend this meeting!
Come see what its all about!

ASIA
Cninese & Polynesian Restaurant

48 Third Street
Dover, N.~.

CARRY HOME PIPING HOT
CHINESE FOODS
Please Call:

742-0040

DEBATE
continued from page 1
8tates and other countries limit
the safety of that power source.
He argued that for nuclear
plants to,have the same danger
level, "You would have to have
melt-down accidents daily or
weekly," but added that there
have been no such accidents.
Wald estimated that a nuclear
plant accident could kill 750,000 ·
people, cost from $17 billion to
$280 billion, and "contaminate an
area the size of Pennsylvania.''
According to Wald, the by-product of nuclear energy, Plutonium 239, "is the most toxic substance" on earth.
"Inhaling one milligram of it
. can cause fibrosis of the lungs
and lead to lung cancer," he
stated.
Plutonium, said Wald, is used
in the manufacture of nuclear
weapons. Two kilograms of it are
necessary to produce a fivepound bomb, and six to seven kilograms would produce a bomb
the size of the one used to destroy
Hiroshima in 1945, according to
Wald.
"A half hour interchange between the United States and the
Soviet Union with the current
stockpile (of nuclear waste)"
would be enough to destroy the
earth, Wald said.
He said that according to estimates he made in 1969, explosives produced from nuclear
energy equal "15 tons of TNT for
every man, woman and child on
earth," and "60 tons of TNT for
every man, woman, and child in
the United States and the Soviet
Union.''
He said nuclear wastes are sup-
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CHRISTMAS TURl(EY GIVE AWAY!! .

FREE 12-14 lli. SWIFTS BUllERBALL TIJRKEY ·

COME IN & REGISTER TODAY!
.............
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, Your Fidelity- Urion Field Associate can help plan your financial future with
CollegeMaster. CollegeMaster is the nation's
le~der in life insur~_nce for college seniors.
Fmd out about Collegel\.1aster.
Call the Fidelit)' Union CollegeMaster®
Field .\ssociate in your area:
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posed to be buried under the gued, "and 7.8 years 'to burn
ocean, where the tektonic plates every stick of wood" here.
of the earth's core converge. "I
He said of President Carter's
found that the really good spot for urgings to conserve current enerthis runs exactly under New Zea- gy; supplies, "I'm a little confused
land," he added.
about his thinking. Conservation
Forbes said, "There is a need Qas never generated a single kifor pressure on the Department lowatt of energy. It only spreads
of Energy to adhere to schedules the supply further.''
set up for waste disposal," to -- He continued that the "big
have waste repositories . by the , commercial establishments have
1980's.
tightened up" their energy use
According to Wald, in 1973, because· the low oil supply made
uraniun:i oxide, necessary for it "economically feasible." But,
production of nuclear power, cost he added, this cannot continue at
$8 a pound, and now sells for $40 a a substantial rate.
pound. Combined with "the skyTuttle said there is "a close inrocketing construction price," terrelationship between connuclear power is expensive, he sumption of energy afld the ecosaid.
nomic'climate.
"The question is, can you pro"When the economy goes down
duce nuclear power safely with energy goes down. Either can
maximum profits? The answer is pull the other with it," he said.
no," he concluded, saying, com- According to Tuttle, the Arab oil
mercial producers "cut corners" embargo was a cause of the ecoin safety standards to make a nomic recession in this country.
profit.
Forbes said the energy probWald said nuclear plants cause ' lem is "primarily an oil problem.
radioactivity in surrounding The demand (for oil) is growing
structures. "But a nation willing while domestic production is deto accept 60,000 killings a year clining. The trend is downward.
.from autos might get used to any- We have to turn around that probthing else."
lem in which we are importing
Tuttle, a farmer from Dover, even more oil."
He said the US must rely less on
said the 15-member board decided to go to nuclear energy after imported oil. He said we should
reviewing the state's need for consider the "impact on develop"additi?nal electrical energy," ing ~ountries. We have the
population and growth rates of worlds largest oil, coal, and
NH, and "the impact of an actual uranium reserves and wood lot,
energy shortage on NH."
but we are importing more and
He said a real energy crisis more oil. We're busy telling other
would me~n staggering the po- countries to conserve while we
wer supphes for each region: purchase more oil from the
four hours with power and four OPEC (Oil Producing and Exhours without, while another area porting Countries) nations."
received electricity.
"Energy efficiency increased
This would lead to "social un- dramatically in the first half of
rest and upheaval, and a long- this century, and has tapered off
range_ threat to society as we , between 1950 and 1975,'' said
know 1t," Tuttle s~id.
Forbes.
Both Tuttle and Forbes said the
"We are in the grip of a worldchoice comes down to either coal wide situation," said Wald. "It
or nuclear power.
looks as though we can't live with
"Oil is no longer viable for New the present militant nationalism.
England," he said. The embargo Transnational
corporations
made New England "too far from mig)lt be working for world gothe source. The supply is inse- vernment if they did not have this
cure."
life-destroyingquality."
Natural gas, hydroelectric
"How safe is safe?" asked Tutp_ower, ~nd wood were never con- tie. "Nothing is 100 per cent safe.
s1dered for this region, he said, Those are the hazards of living in
since they were thought to be in the twentieth century."
insufficient supply.
Tuttle said he "cannot sub
"It would take 24.7 months to scribe to the cave complex. We
burn the 727,000 acres of uncom- to
have
to keep our
options open"
' mitten for~st in the state." he artechnological
advancements.

RICH HUSS

. t►

iPETTEE BROOK MARKET 1''fancy meats and fine provisions''

OPEN 7DAYSA WEEK 7am- llpm
pettee brook lane··

durham 868-2121 r

·T·
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The Pub's troubles-- communication

TUESDAY, December 13

changing on campus.
"I've been working here for
"I think that the Pub is a vic- three years and I've seen the
MUB PUB
-tim of trends," 0nore said. nThe Pub be down, up and down again,
continued from page 3
trends I speak of are a decrease Hillard said. ''This semester, the
Rick Bean is only a small factor in student interest in general, a Board of Directors has done
in the overall problem. However, l~t o! negative publi~ity in the be- nothing. They've taken no stand.
he thinks the Entertainment gmmng of the seme:ster about the It's almost that they've forgetten
Committee has been "manipu- , Pub, an? that a ~ot of. stud~nts about the money. It's all just too
lated" by Assistant MUB Dire.c- are feelmg _the fmanci~l pmc~ bad."
Hilliard claims much of the entor Jeffrey 0nore, who is the
and .~re gomg out a little bit
tertainment has been inferior.
committee's advisor.
less.
"Jeff 0nore has something a0nore feels the Pub Bo~rd of This year, the Entertainment
gainst Rick Bean, and I don't Gov~rn~rs should ~av~ noticed a Committee is student run, where
know what it is,'.' Meritz said. "I declme m popularity m th~ Pub in previous years the entertainwas standing outside the MUB last semester and should have ment for the Pub was handled by
administration office in the MUB be_en ready for more of a drop-off Food and Beverage Service Manager Rich Kane, who is a national
a couple of months ago, and I this semester•
.
overheard 0nore telling Gregg
0nore also quest~ons the fact officer for the National EnterSanborn that no matter if the en- that the Un~versity perhaps tainment Conference (NEC).
tertainment committee unan- should not be m the business of
"I was all for the student run
concept,'' Hilliard said. ''But I
'imously voted to oring Bean sellin~ alcohol to student$.
back to the Pub, he <Onore)
While _0?ore speaks about can get to a point where you just
wouldn't sign the contract. (0nore trends, ~1lhard speaks _about the have to look at things." HiJliard
must sign the contracts for all Ente_rt~mm~nt Committee and MUB PUB, Page 6
the entertainmeDt.) "That's not adm1mstration.
being an advisor," said Meritz.
Pub manager Steve Hilliard
corroborated Meritz' story over ll~~c~-~~
the Bean conversation, but 0nore
adamantly said he never made
such a statement.
Complete
Eyeglass
Service ~
"I never said such a thing,"
0nore said yesterday. "I never
prescriptio-ns-:filled, duplicated
would."
0nore had said earlier that "I
&.-mes repair"d - sunglasses
never manipulated anybody on
the Entertainment Committee.
Take the UNH Kari-Van to ·
"I don't know what George is
Dover Drug Building:
talking about.''
While Meritz thinks the Pub's
742-1744 ~
problems lie in the administra- ~ 6 Breadwa.y, Dover
tion, On ore feels things are ~~~~~~

i·

Whitehouse Opt~ians , Inc.

WEDNESDAY, December 14

~

t

&
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Conserve

DURHAM RED CROSS CHRISTMAS BLOOD DRIVE:
"Tis the Twelve Days of Christmas." Granite State Room,
Memorial Union, 10 a.m.-3 p.m. Continues through Thursday, December 15.
ORGANIC SEMINAR: "Biomimetic Syntheses of Indole
Alkaloids," Professor Martin Kuehne, University of Vermont. Room L-103, Parsons Hall, 11 a.m.-12 noon.
HUMANITIES LECTURE: "The End of An ti qui ty and the
Rise of Christianity," John Voll, History Department. Richards Auditorium, Murkland Hall, 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
CELL CULTURE SEMINAR: "Spontaneous and Induced
Malignant Transformation of a Diploid Rat Hepatocyte
Cell Culture," Dr. Warren Schaeffer, Professor of Medica]
Microbio]ogy, University of Vermont. Room , 202, Kendall
Hall, 4 p.m.
MUB PUB: Film: "Enter the Dragon," starring Bruce Lee, 7
and9 p.m.

:
Your Time

and cncr~(y

EXHIBIT OF WOMEN'S ART: Sponsored by the UNH
Women's Center. Carroll-Belknap Room, Memoria] Union,
all day. Please bring artwork to room 136, Memorial Union,
by 2 p.m. on Wednesday, December 14. · Continues on
Thursday, December 15.
CHILDREN'S THEATER: Holiday Puppet Show, Hennessy
Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center. Two shows: 4 and 5
p.m. General admission 50 cents.
MEN'S HOCKEY: Harvard, Snively Arena, 7 p.m. Season
tickets or $2 general admission if tickets available.
CHRISTMAS CONCERT: UNH Women's Chorus, Audrey
Adams Havsky, director. And, UNH Concert Choir, Cleveland Howard, director. Johnson Theater, 8 p.m. Tickets no
longer available.
POETRY READING: Karen Lindsay, journalist and poet,
will read selections of her poetry. Carroll-Belknap Room,
1 Memorial Union, 8 p.m. Part of the Women's Art Program
sponsored by the UNH Women's Center.
MUB PUB: Casey Holt, D.J., disco, 8 p.m.

Give a Gift

THURSDAY, December 15

Certificate!

<:J-~

stylin~

Hearty Sandwiches
& Complete Dinners ...
~ood Variet~_Jmpor-.:t
& Domestic Bottl•d Beers ...
Lunch and Dinner Daily .

-

Lounge Open Until Legal Closing

Hours

29 Main St.

Durham

Mon-Sat

Master Charge • American Express

9-5:ao
Thur Eve till 8

16 Third Street

Dover,N.H.

PHONE
8fi8-7051

-AIP SEMINAR: "Linear Chain Magnetic Behavior in N,N'BIS Ethylenediimine Copper," Michele Scullane, Chemistry
Department. Room L-103, ~arsons Hall, 11 a.m.-12 noon.
EARTH SCIENCES COLLOQUIUM: "A Thermonaline
Desciption of the Gulf of Maine," Dr. Thomas Hopkins,
Brookhaven National Laboratory. Room 303, James Hall,
4-5 p.m.
WOI\1EN'S HOCKEY: Brown University, Snively Arena, 4 p.m.
GRANDE ILLUSIONS: "McCabe and Mrs. Miller," starring Warren Beatty and Julie Christie. Strafford Room,
Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission $.75 or MUSO
Film Pass.
WRITERS SERIES READING: Ann Beattie, novelist and
short story writer. Forum Room, Library, 8 p. m.
MUB PUB: UNH Jazz Band, 8 p.m.
FRIDAY, December 16
MUB PUB: -Sack Street Affair, contemporary.· jazz/ rock,
\...8p.m. ·

unique 1:areer in
PRACTICAL EDlilDEERIDli
far aunique individual

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE is published and distributed semiweekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are lfjJCated in the Memorial Union
Building, Durham, N:H. 03824. Business office Rm. 108. Business hours
Tuesday, Thursday, 1-3 p.m. and Wednesday, Friday 9-2 p.m. Deadlines
for ads for Tuesday's publication, Friday at 2 p.m. and Friday's publication, Wednesday at 2 p.m. Yearly subscription $9.00 Second class postage
paid at Durham, N .H. Total number of copies printed 10,500 at Castle
Publications, Plaistow, N.H.

The field of Nuclear Power is one of the keys to our' nation's
energy problems. If you are a college Junior or Senior with
at least 1 year of college physics and mathematics through
integral calculus, you may qualify for a rewarding and chal.lenging career in Nuclear Power with unlimited advancement
opportunity and unusually attractive benefits including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

·~·
....•.•.•.•
........
........
......-.........-...
.·•:•:•:•:•:-:,
.......
II
'"'"'' .-•••••••
: . :.:·.•.
•.•.•.•.:•.·
,.. .
• •

NUCLEAR POWER MANAGER
Navy Recruit in g
575 Techno lo gy Square, Cambridge, MA 021 39

... •

• •

• •

•

a •

.

Training salary of $14,000; double your salary in 4 years
Free medical, dental care
30 days paid vacation annually
Financed graduate program available
Excellent retirement plan
Free vacation travel available
Immed iate college_ scholarships available

Interview with the Nuclear Power Manager on campus Dec. 15
See your Career Placement Officer for additional information

•

ITeNEe1u1••
NEWMARKET, N.H.
(603) 659-6321

03857

Tues-Wed Scooter & The Red Wagon
Thurs

Taylor Whiteside

Fri-Sat

Joe, Val & the New
England Blue Grass Boys
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•
notices
GENERAL
ENVIRONMENTAL MINI-DORM PRESENTATION:
Dr. Oliver Wallace, Forestry Department, will gi_ve a
talk and present slides on the future of our National
Parks and Wilderness areas . Tuesday, December 13,
Woodruff House <~nvironmental mini-dorm), 8:30 p.m .
BUY-BACK OF STUDENT TEXTBOOKS: The used
book buyer will be at the Bookstore receiving area on
Mondav December 19 through Friday, December 23,
from s:ifi a.m .-4 p.m. You will receive cash for books
you no longer need.

ACADEMIC
FOREIGN STUDY MEETING : A representative from
the American Institute for Foreign Study will be on campus Thursday, December 15, in Room 111, Murkland
Hall, 1-3 p.m . Students interested in spending a semester
or year abroad are welcome. Sponsored by the Liberal
Arts Advising Center ..
NEW COURSE OFFERING : ITALIAN 606: Readings in
Italian literature to the 18th century; discussion and papers in Italian. Hours to be arranged. For_ fur~her information, contact Professor Rose T. Antos1ew1cz, Murkland Hall, Room 104B, or call 862-1218.
DEADLINE FOR GRADUATE STUDENT CURF':
Graduate student research support will once again be
available through CURF. Program guidelines and application forms are currently available in the Research Office. Proposals should be submitted by January 17, to
Jack Lockwood, Associate Director of Research.

- SPECIAL PRE-FINALS TUTORING SESSION: Open
to students with questions about any engineering, blsic
math, or basic science courses. Tuesday, December 13,
Room 221, Kingsbury Hall, 7-9 p .m.

CAREER
CAREER PLANNING DROP-IN: Informal sessions
where underclassmen and graduating students can
share post-graduation concerns . Career Planning and
Placement, 203 Huddleston, Wednesday, December 14 . ·
at6 :30 p.m.
1
SUMMER TEACHING FELLOWSHIPS : The North- .
field-Mount Hermon Summer School will be interviewing on campus, Thursday , January 26, 1978. Candidates
must have completed junior year by June, 1978. For
more information, contact Career Planning and Placement, 203 Huddleston Hall, before December 23.

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
ANIMAL INDUSTRY CLUB: Meeting, Wednesday, December 14, Room 202, Kendall Hall, 8 p.m. Bud Booth,
National Board of Directors of the Jersey Breed, will
speak on ''Purebred Farming.·' Everyone welcome.

CLUB SPORTS
CREW CLUB: Meeting to discuss vacation workout
schedule. Thursday, December 15, Hillsborough Room,
Memorial Union, 8 p.m. Everyone interested in rowing
must attend.
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MUB Pub is in trouble
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they'll stay up with me

til 2:00 A . .M.
through exams!
and

FREE COFFEE

WITH EVERY SANDWIC

MUB PUB
continued from page 5

mentioned the John Hobbs "oldie"
show which .ran continually in the
Pub on Sunday nights~to smaller
and smaller crowds.
"Some of the entertainment
they've booked is good," Hilliard
said. "But you've got to give the
kids what they want.''
Hilliard said personality conflicts have hurt the Board of
Governors. "There's Kane saying
one thing, Mel Sandler of the Hotel Department saying another
and Sanborn saying something
else," Hillard said. "That's no
way to get things done.''
Steve-n Lopilato, the student
chairman of the Board of Governors, also said personality clashes
have been a problem.
"I'm just trying to com~ to
grips with all these personalities
as a student," Lopilato said. "I've
brought the problem up in the
meetings we've had, but people
aren't working together, and
things are getting polarized. I
havf'n't been able to get a clear
answer from anyone: '~
All this leads to is confusion,
and more debt for the Pub. Sanborn said the Pub has a reserve
fund of close to $1200. This represents profits from previous years.
That fund will make up for the
deficit .:ilready incurred this year.
The remaining deficit will be
made up from the MUB's general
reserve fund.
'
He hopes the Pub can recoup
some of the losses next semester.
"We don't want to take drastic
action which could kill the Pub,"
Sanborn said. ''But if we all work
for the best interest of the Pub,
we can trv to recoup some of the
loss."
Sanborn said he genuinely
hopes to keep the Pub open. He
made a proposal to the MUB Pub
Board of Directors at its last
meeting which would limit the
Pub to being open only Wednesday through Sunday nights next
semester.
The final decision of the board
was to open the full seven nights
for a month on a trial basis. If
the Pub is still losing, the four

night per week format will be installed.
··1t we can conso11date the use
Iof the facility, we can begin .to
offset the deficit," Sanborn said.
"Maybe students want the Pub to
be open seven nights per week.
But then again maybe they
!don't."
Sanborn said he will be studying
the results of a survey which will
be administered by the MUB
Board of Governors during registration next semester. The surver wiU include questions on students wi::;hes for the use of the
Pub.
··we have to assess what the
student population as a whole
really wants," he sa~d. "This
may include looking into such
things as a restaurant license.for
the Pub, which will allow us to
do more things with food, while
restricting dancing. We must
work for the best interests of the
Pub."
Insert the jobs of 65 students
who work in the Pub, and the
problem receives another dimension. j f the Pub is open only four
nights, a lot of students, some
of whom aren't on work study,
will be out of work.
"We used to go through 100 to
125 kegs (of beer) a week in the
Pub," Hilliard said. "Now we 60
through roughly 50 to 75 a month.
Maybe there's a drop off in
drinking, but things don't change
that fast. Sanborn has said the entertainment has been fine. But
that's just unresponsiveness. Most
people feel it's lousy. You got to
get back to what the kids want."
The original concept of the Pub
was to offer students an alternative to drinking in the dormitories.
That alternative included the selling of beer. Any action which
will take place in the Pub will be
directly related to the University selling beer to students. Many
people don't like the concept.
Those who say the Pub must at
least break even know the beer
sales pay the bills.
cnange will not be forthcoming
until at least the middle of February. Chances are there will be a
lot more talk before there is any
more action.

i\

OUR FINAL OFFER!
When your eyelids get heavy and your stomach
starts growling for something good - remember ...
we'll be staying up with you. During finals period,
December 14-23, we will be staying open until
2:00 A.M. to make studying during those late
nights easier.

Asnes Marka - a rugged, low-priced wood ski.
Complete package, $79. 95
Odyssey Sojourner - "blows the competition out
the door" on price and quality. A non-wax ski.
Complete package, $89. 95
We are now renting cross-country equipment.
_New local ski guide to Durham, Dover, & Newmarket now available.

"Between 8:00 P.M. and 2:00 A.M.
we will give a FREE cup of
Coffee with the purchase of
any sandwich." -

Ulildtrnt55 Crails

"Good luck on your Finals
and enjoy a well deserved vacation!"

PETTEE BROOK LANE

868-55U

DURHAM

Wilderness Camping - Backpacking and
Ski Touring Equipment ·

Daily 9 am-5:30 pm; Sat. 'til 5:00 pm; Closed Sunday
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Vandalisni al)d shoplifting increase

JANUARY BREAK
SUNNY CHARTERS

'***********-*********************~
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p rOffilSe
. h er anything
*
'*
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*
but give her a_
!* .
,-----,"f·
MOUNT
:
**
*
Need a
*
!
WASHINGTON
t·
CAR
*
*
!
Gift certificates are
!
new or used
*
:*
available for any item
!
call Portsmouth *
*
!
of
your
choice!
!
436-1700
**
Ken Yergeau
**
~
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*
*
Weeks
your Pontiac

*
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Family Restaurant
Open at 6:30 a.m. Dailv ,.

March 4-10

BERMUDA .. ....... $219*

$249 Round Trip
From Boston

The office of Residential Life semester or since the middle of
was una vailable for comment on this semester.''
VANDALISM
" I haven't seen an increase in
the cost of vandalism in residence
co~tinued from page 2
vandalism in the dorms since
halls .
mid-semester or last semester ,
ing has increased over 50 per cent
Most students interviewed said
Junior.
electrical
since the beginning of the they have not seen a rise in van- said
engineering major; Fred Picini .
semester."
dalism.
According to Junior Business
Sophomore political science Administration major Bill Allen ,
According to Wood t_here has
ber n an increase of reported . major Cindy Martin said, " I vandalism has increased.
" My motorcycle was stolen, "
vandalism cases this semester haven't noticed much of an inover previous semesters.
crease in vandalism over last he said.
' 'The reason for the overall increase 1s we (the UNH Police
*Feeltheparkingcrunch?*
Dep; rtment ) are rendering a
better service. We are checking
Parking available .for 2nd semester
around campus more and there
are more peole reporting . on Madbury Road, 1 minute walk to downtown
mischievous crimes. "
$25.00 for semester
Wood defines vandalism as
write: Parking, P . 0 . Box 662 , Durham , N.H. 03824
" damage or destruction done to
call : Lambda Chi Al ha 862-1'290
the property of another. ''
Head Res1·ctent of E ng leh ar d'_·
~
Hall Dave Ellis and Alexander
Head Resident James Williams
both said they have seen no indication of an increase in van- ;
dalism .
-1-

Cadillac Sales
Representative

SPRING BREi\K .

LONDON

amaica <Jan 10-16). ...... .. $235
ahamas <~an 4-8 ) - - • - · • • - • - $ 199
Includes Air Fare, Hotel & More

AirFare, Hotel
&More

FLORI.DA . ... , ...... $259
<Ft. Lauderdale )
AirFare, Hotel
&MORE

1

* 'R ates per person triple
and Quad. occupancy. Add
·
15 percen t t ax & service

UNIVERSITY~TRAVi .,
•

·

35 Main St.
Across from Post Office

Tel. 868-5970
-t4

u·1\TII_BOOKS1 OllE
1

CHRISTMAS SUGGESTIONS
That will save you

20%

- Best Seller l~l."ading
·- Sl'll l fl.'d Chil<ln·n·~ Hook.._
-Tolkkn Pil"loral Caknclar"
0

0

-Swinil Brad<L·I Lamps
in lkl·oralor ( 'olors

I!cwiU !:aII
B02-21 41·

*
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i
*
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"WOMEN IN THE ARTS"

I

KAREN LINDSEY

I
I

=

Featuring Journalist and Feminist Poet

fWed., Dec. 14 - Reception at 7:30 p.m.
I

I

I

I
I
I

II
I
I
I

I

Poetry Reading at 8 p.m.l

End-of-Semester Musical Entertainment ·
.Thurs., Dec. 15 - 5 to 7 p.m.
PLUS! ART WORK BY WOMEN STUDENTS ON DISPLAy
WEDNESDAY TiIROUGH FRIDAy

I

I
I

i
I

I
I
.
EVERYONE WELCOME! .
I ALL EVENTS FREE OF CHARGE
I
IL_________._...... MUB CARROLL-BELKNAP ROOM
I
,_,.-1..

I

-.c _ _ , _ _ _.. _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ _
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editorial----Fight the rate hike
Another fact to rtmember when considering the
PSC's rate hike is that the Seabrook nuke has already exceeded its cost estimate by 300 per cent.
If the trend continues can more rate hikes and ,urcharges be far behind?

The UNH Society Against Nuclear Energy
(SANE) is to be commended for its participation
in the Granite State Alliance's campaign to stop
the 17 per cent rate hike of the Public Service
Company (PSC).
_
It is a campagin t!.rery UNH student and New
Hampshire citizen should join.
The overall concensus on nuclear power is still
split. A look at the history of the Seabrook nuke
shows that everyone from Seabrook residents to
the federal government have had doubts about the
feasibility of the project.
Now, the PSC wants to use half the income
from the rate hike to subsidize construction at
Seabrook. That totals approximately $16 million.
That is a lot of money to spend on a project which
is still not definite.

SANE has joined in the fight to alert the state
-government to the feelings of the people who
have been paying the hike, since it took effect Dec.
3. The PSC has not gotten final approval from the
Public Utilities Commission (PUC), but that approval seems to be pretty much of a certainty.
Gov. Meldrim Thomson and his advisors
should be alerted to the negative feelings of the
consumers-. Thomson campaigns on the platform
of no new taxes. But how much different is a 17
per cent rate hike from a tax on electric use?

Students will be affected by the hike as well.
Vice Provost for Budget and Administration Alan
Prince thinks the University can absorb the hike
now. But when the electricity bill jumps higher
and higher, the people who will end up paying
the bills are the students.
That means higher tuition. That means more
hardship for students.
SANE is distributing post cards whi~h anyone
can send to the state capitol. Every student has the
chance to participate, even if only in a small way.
SANE has posters which refer to last May's occupation of the nuclear site saying "1414 people'
can't be wrong." With participation in the campaign to stop the rate hike, they should be able to
read, "10,000 students can't be wrong."

letters-----------Comments
the Editor:
Last week The New Hampshire
ran one full page of comments by
you and by two of your reporters ,
Mr , Langer and Miss Sears . In this
letter I would like to reply only to
your comments -Mc. Minigan, in the
hope that I will be given a chance
to rebut what others have said later .
/i the editor of a ~emi-private,
-public institution and which is
tL , only mass media vehicle on this
campus h, 'f supported with student
funds, Mr. Minigan, you as the editor,
have the responsibility to present the
news and any opinions in just and
equitable manner. This duty is not
to be found in an_y University rule
book or in any state statute, but is

•• J

Oa::,eLI u11 a

La11non

of cthioo w hich

any civic minded newspaper would
adhere to . It is sad to see that The
New Hampshire has lost its sense
of responsibflity to the public at large.
It is sad to see a student run newspa per operating without that sense of
ethics. On Tuesday of last week.
The New Hampshire proved to me
that it is no better, or maybe even
worse. than New Hampshire's own
most famous newspaper in Manchester.
As examples of your paper's low
sense of duty to the public, I po~nt
to the following examples in your
column you entitle, "The Lesser of
Two E"vils ." ,
In this column, which is different
than the official editorial, (I don't
understand why it is necessary for the
editor to write an editorial in his own
name when there is an editorial right
above it?), ,vou criticize Mr. Tandy

and myself. In it you criticize my
stance on a new governance system
·even when you openly admit that the
present system is int..ffective and
which has done absolutely nothing this
year . Four weeks ago The New
Hampshire wanted to know what
if anything. separateu d.e camhdales. 'As a candidate for that office, I then
proceded to tell openly in your own
debate, (if that was · a debate may
Daniel Webster rest in peace l exactly
what I would do if elected. If,
Mr. Minigan. you had serious questions about my proposals why didn't
you raise them at your own debate?
You were the moderator and had
every- right to ask questions . It was
your own show!
You attack me personally by
claiming that if elected I would instill
a brand 01 dirty po11t1cs . m a pl'I vatt
conversation I had with you the day
before your paper was to go out, you
admitted to me that people were
talking to you qnd telling you about
what a nasty person I was. When you
speak of dirty politics. Mr. Minigan
don't you think you engaged in just
a little by entertaining those conversations about me without' trying to
verify from me exactly what the story
was? Aren 't you being just a little
hypocritical?
Mr. Minigan , your naive. unprofessional stance you personally took last
Tuesday proved to me that you know
little about this University. More
importantly, now that this election isover. I sincerely hope you will try
to publicly justify the comments you
made to me as well as to Mr . Tandy,
our new president.
Richard Morrissette

Election
To the Editor:
Thanks a million to all the people
who helped me with the student body
president tun-off election. Although
34 percent of the students voting is not
a very large number, it is an increase

My School

.
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· over the past. Hopefully this increased
turnout is an indicator of greater student participation in Student Government in the future.
- I wish the best of luck to Peter Tandy
and the Student Caucus in the forthcoming year.
Thanks again,
Jennifer Ford
'
Vice President for Special Assignments
Coordinator, 1977 SBP Campaign
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Billing S1•n,·tan

Robert Spear

Kari-van ride, on Friday, December 2,
1977 on page 2.
We liked the picture of the bus. Jonathan liked the part about wearing
"galoshes and mittens and stuff." Laura liked the part about Jonathan giving Donna a mini Kari-van. So did
Becky. Dana and Tyson liked the part
about Danny becoming a bus driver.
We liked your story a lot. We're
glad UNH let us ride the Kari-van.
Thanks.
The My School Kindergarten

To the editor:
We read yow article about My School's

Dictated by Jon,
Laura, Danny,
Becky

*********************************
*
!* - '
*
*
*
E! "It's the twelve :?s of Christmas" ©n•
..•

!!

Durham Red Cross Blood Drive

A.J.

*
December 12-13-14-15
*
!
lOa.m. to3 µ.m. MUB
!
**
**
~
*
~********************************
About letters
The New Hampshire accepts all responsible letters to me editor and ·
prints them as space allows, but cannot guarantee the inclusion of any
lP.ttP.r .
All letters must by typed, double spaced and a maximum of 500 words in
order ;,o be printed. All letters are subject to minor editing. Final decisions
on letters are the editor's.
Mail letters to: The Editor, The New Hampshire, Room 151, Memorial
Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824.
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Gary Langer

Close encounters
A sequel to a current first-run movie was played
out near the Mini-dorms last Friday morning.
Entitled "Close Encounters of the Bogus Kind,"
the act included 30-odd students, one deluded police officer, and the culprit, another student.
"Encounters II" began at 1:13 a.m. Friday when
ten students in the foreign language Mini-dorm
spied a UFO hovering above their residence.
~;'It was like a big orange ball of fire," says one
viewer. "It went slowly in a straight line and then
dropping something like orange flames. It just
kept going for a while, then elongated and dropped behind the hills."
Although contact was not established with the
aliens, another witness had a closer look at the
spacecraft. "It was round on bottom," he says,
"and it went up to a cylinder on top."
·Enter a UNH Police cruiser, summoned to the
scene by the students' call. "The officer saw something that he thought was a satellite, and decided
not to file a report," the police say.

Non-smokers
To the Editor :
This is to announce the formation
of an organization called "The Right
to Breathe", with the acronym of
RB. It is dedicated to the principle
that the right to breathe clean and
safe air is a fundamental, unalienable,
and universal human right. The right
to smoke is none of these. When in
shared areas smokers take away your
right to breathe they are oppressing
you . Smokers do have a right to smoke
and to have convenient, comfortable,
and accessible areas for doing so.
But they mus t not be shared areas.
There can be no compromise in regard
to this basic human right. Ventilation
systems and so-called smoke eaters
are totally inadequate and unacceptable pseudo-solutions to the issue . If
the people who wish to prevent
smoking in shared areas organize and
hold out for their fundamental right,
there will be in time major changes
on the university campus, and the
opposition, when it mobilizes, will be
overcome.
The efforts of thf' org.:ini7~tinn :>r<>
limited to the UNH campus. It is
understood that any efforts to enlarge
into the wider community would not
be successful now nor in the immediately forseeable future . Nevertheless
a university can serve as a model
for the expression of human rights,
fairness, and considerateness. Indeed,
a university has a social obligation
to doso.
'
As of the moment of this writing,
64 people have written to me to say
that they support nonsmokers ' rights .
This includes 17 members of the
faculty . I have been told that this
response is amazingly high for UNH,
a campus known for its considerable
inertia and apathy . I am working
slowly and cautiously because I want
this to be a campaign of quiet reason
and not of strident protest. The facts
are overwhelmingly on the side of the
right to breathe. I do not want the
facts lost sight of in a blur of emotionalism .
Meetings will be held in due course.
If you support RB there are several
things that I need from you at this
time. (ll If you have not already
done so, please write to RB to say
that you care <Room 112 Conant Hall-with maildrop slot in the door) . (2 )
Talk to others to raise their awareness
and enlist their support. (3) If you are
a student, talk to your parents to enlist
their support. All persons with an
affiliation to UNH are welcome to join
RB, and that certainly includes
parents. (4) Write me a note--anonymously if you wish--describing in
detail (names, dates, and places
preferred) but with a minimum of
emotional interpretation. exactly what

A telephone call to the Harvard Smithsonian
Center for Astropnysics thickens the plot. A
spokesman there says he does "not have the slightest idea what it would be. It wasn't a satellite reentry."
Visitors from another planet? An extraterrestrial
attack on Philbrook Dining Hall?
No, says freshman Mark Sibilia. "It was just a
hot air balloon we sent up as a gag."
A hot air balloon?
"Yeah. I took a dry cleaner's bag, and used a
couple of birthday candles to keep it up."
"Encounters II" would appear to end here, and
in fact it does. But the sequel is destined to be
_made into a television serial; with the following
episodes to come:
--Sibilia will be unmasked as a Martian who
made up the balloon story after being seen zipping
around in his saucer with a co-ed, a clear violation
of parietals;
--The University Board of Trustees will declare
a tuition hike for out-of-this-world students, and

bad experiences you have had in
regard to smoking at UNH. Please
be sure to tell me whether or not I
can use the story and use your name.
(5) Tell me where you feel we should
concentrate our first efforts. There
will need to be a. priority ranking in
the things we work for . Top on the
list is to get an unequivocal prohibition
of smoking in classroo~s and shared

---G ov. Meldrim Thomson, never to be outcton
when it comes to hot air, will equip the Ne
Hampshire State Police (yes, both of them) wit
the latest in radar and sonar tracking equipment,
sacrificing state aid to education and making participation in the New Hampshire Sweepstake
mandatory to afford the move;
--Manchester Union Leader Publisher William
Loeb will run a front page editorial revealing the
spacemen to be communist sympathizers;
--Finally, contact will be made during a school
board meeting in Orford. The aliens will be taken
to the state house in Concord and convinced to enroll in the University by the Governor. More
aliens will follow, and soon nearly 50 per cent of
· the University's budget will be funded by out-ofthis-world tuition.
At which point the series will be re-named "Close
-Encounters of the All-too-Real Kind."

work · for following through in the
activities of the RB organization will
soon be considerable. To have
"followi11g through" that leads to
effective change, and not just words
in the air, will take many hours of
essentially secretarial work. My own '
personal time is exceedingly limited.
If you are willing to volunteer your
services for that kind of very essential

work please let me know. Tell me the
number of hours per week you could
volunteer.
·

The Right to Breatne
c/o Ronald E . Shor
Dept. Psychology
862-2369

-.
, F~ ULTY, ~A , A--AND THEIR FAMILIES ARE INVITED TO
SPEND THEIR SPRING VACATION IN

ST.MAARTEN
WITH THE UNH ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

$399*
VACATION TO ST. MAARilN OCCURS DURING UNH SPRING VACATION
DEPARTING FROM BOSTON SUNDAY, MARCH 5, 1978
RETURNING SUNDAY, MARCH 12, 19~8
The tour will be led by Dr. David F. Long, pr~fessor of history.

Deluxe Hotel Option

Your vacation includes:
• Round-trip jet transportation via Capitol International
Airways with deluxe inflight d1ning .
• All flight reservations and tickets.
• Pre-registration at the hotel.
• Hotel accommodations for seven nights at the
beautiful St. Tropez Beach Hotel.
• A "Welcome to St. Maarten Party."
• Manager's Cocktail Party.
• All transfers and baggage handling between the airport
and your hotel.
• Complimentary Chaise Lounge & Beach Towels.
• Free gambling chip worth $5.00.
• All taxes and tips for services included in the program.
• A hospitality desk in the lobby of your hotel staffed
by Trans National's on-site team of professionals.

Optional Deluxe Hotel accommodations are available at
the luxurious CONCORD ST. MAARTEN where every room
overlooks the sparkling Caribbean. You may enjoy their
gourmet dining room, exciting night-life, a picture book
beach, and their casino. Or, just relax and play golf or
tennis. $99.00 per person.

Special Dining Option
A special dining option is available which includes 5
American breakfasts at your hotel and 4 dinners. To
register for this option, check the appropriate box on
your reservation coupon. $75.00 per person.

Optional Tours
Take a scenic tour around lush St. Maarten and visit the
Great s·alt Pon.d, the Rum Distillery, and the Japanese
fishing fleet. Sail through crystalline blue seas and witness
the diversity and splendor of the Caribbean. Come with us
on an evening tour to St. Maarten's hottest night sp·ots.

NO REGIMENTATION! YOU ARE FREE TO EXPLORE ST. MAARTEN AS YOU PLEASE.
*Plus 15% tax and services per person (based on double occupancy). Single Supplement: $150.DD.
DEPARTING

March 5, 1978

~llMMER EMPtOYMENI

meeting rooms with full attention to
the fact that the aversive residues of
"moke hang in the air of enclosed
spaces for hours . But doubtless you
have lots of other suggestions. (6l
Send me suggestions on how we should
proceed. I have some ideas but you
may 1,ave better or additional ones .
(7) As a person with administ,ative
exnerience I know that the sheer paper

Sibilia will be forced to drop out of school and
makp a fortune on the college lecture circuit;

RETURNING

March 12, 1978

DEPARTURE CITY

Boston

PRICE

$399.00 + 15% ($59.85) = $458.85

DI would

like to go to ST. MAARTEN.
please find$
"'S deposit for _ _ _ number of persons ($100.00 per person).
. :
. ' ..
Enclosed please find $
'"S full payment for _ _ _ number of persons.
□ Please charge my deposit of$ _ _ _ _ ($100.00 per person) to D MASTER CHARGE D VISA (Bank Americard).
Acc't#._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Valid date _ _ _ _ thru
S•gnature - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~
Departure Date: - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - D e p a r t u r e City:
VISA•
DI want the Deluxe Hotel Option (add $99.00 per person to my final payment).
.. , .. .
01 want the Special Dining Option (add $75.00 per person to my final payment).
•
Full Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Tel. #Offic.._
.. _ _ _ _ _ _ Tel. #Home _ _ _ _ _ __

D Enclosed

Camp Xcy-a-ti i!-, a co-eel rcsi
lent camp located hy China Lake
11 ;\Jaine. \\'e ha,·e some openings
or counselor positions for thi!'i
~ummcr in all fields (riflery, ur
lu.·ry. tennis, athletics. crafts,
·ampcraft. trip program. smal1
·raft. 'ancl waterfront (\\'SI re
1uired). lfinterestecl. call or writ.(:
or an application form: Robert
!'rue. Director. 5 Gro\"e Court.
~xeter, N.11 .. Oa8aa; 7i~-<>9ta

d

I

Street

"ity - - - - - - - - - - - ~ c · t a t e _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ __

MAKE CHECK OR MONEY ORDER PAYABLE TO: UNH Alumni Association
PLEASE RETURN TO: John S. Elliott Alumni Center

University of New Hampshire
Durham, N.H. 03824

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL:

603-862-2040
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New Hampshire Public Television wins Emmy
By Dana Jennings
New
Hampshire
Public
Television (NHPT), based at
Durham's channel 11, received
an Emmy from the National
Academy of Television Arts,
Boston /New England chapter
Saturday night, during the New
England chapter's first annual
award ceremony.
NHPT won an Emmy for its
ororlnction, "The Concord String
Quartet Plays Bartok and
Haydn".
·
The program was nominated
under the category, ·"Outstanding Entertainment Programming: Single Program."
··
Nominated in the same
category were "Evening at Symphony's" performance of Handel's
"Messiah", produced by WBGH,
channel 2 in Boston; "Jeannie
Sings Christmas from Waterville Valley," produced by'
WNAC, channel 7 in Boston.
Barry
Baker,
production
manager for channel 11, was
producer/director
of
the
program. Keith J. Nighbert,
channel 11 station manager, was
consecutive producer for the
show.
"I'm ecstatic, surprised and
delighted that New Hampshire
public television finally has been
recognized," said Baker, "and
particularly that Public Television can't only compete with commercial television, but win."
"Realizing we would be up against not only the maior public

and commercial stations in New
England, but al~ the tremendous i
competition from Boston, we were
skeptical about winning, but always hopeful," said Baker.

1

The program, which was
filmed in the St. Paul School
Chapel in Concord, was initially
conceived ten years ago.
In 1967 Nighbert was excited
about using St. Paul's Chapel
for the production of a musical
presentation, according to Baker.
"Approximately four years
ago, when the Concord String·
Quartet
became
resident
musicians_ at Dartmouth, Keith
Nighbert felt that this would be
the perfect group to make his
dream possible,'' said Baker.
Eventually, Nighbert, Baker,
and the Concord String Quartet
got together and filmed three
shows at St. Paul's.
The_ show was made possible
through funding from the
National Endowment for the
Arts.
Aft~r the program was taped,
it was aired throughout New
Hampshire_ on tfie New Hamp~!?hire Network, and simulcast on
various public and commercial
stations- ..
_It _was also aired throug_hou~
Eastern Educational Television
Network.
Barry Baker is the producer/director"of NH Public TV's Emmy award winnin~ program,
Last December 4, PB~ br
cast the program throughout the "The Concord String Quartet Plays Bartok and Haydn." Baker sits with the gleammg Emmy.
( Art Ill man photo)
country.

Driveway Wilson
By Barbara Scott
Driveway Wilson is concerned
about his music and how his
audience reacts to him.
Relaxing before a performance
at the Stone Church, he smokes
a cigarette, taking slow, thoughtful drags.
"I like playing solo best
because I have a lot of freedom ,,.
:,aid Wifoon . "It ' ,;: mnrE> improvisational. You don't have to
stay right with the band. You
can wander. And the focus is on
you."
His seriousness contrasts with
his appearance.
He wears worn cords and a
button-dowp shirt, sleeves rolled
loosely to his elbows. His wavy
brow!'! hair is tousled. Boyishlooking, his face suggests a sense
of mischief which is not in his
words. He sounds professional,
hardened.
"I like to work hard at my
craft, and -since I play solo, I
have to work harder than if I
was with a band," said Wilson.
"Being solo, I have to be the
whole band.
"I'm taping my p~rformance
tonight so I can listen to it and
learn from it. Listening to your-

self on tape is a great way to
find out where you can improve."
Driveway Wilson, a pseudonym
he wishes to be known by, has
played locally and in the New
England area.
He lived and played in Newport,
Rhode Island for six months.
"Newport had nothing in the
way of music ." he said. "I
expected a more musical atmos-

phere

•
IS

a good young guitarist

Wilson has perfected the art
of evaluating audiences.
"It's important to get to know
U. ' place you're playing, and the
audience you're playing to. If you
don't, you might end up playing
at them, not to them," said
Wilson.

lil a plaCt:! Wllh.:h i.::i known

for its folk festivals. I used to
play four hours a night and make
only 15 or 20 dollars.
"On that kind of money, I spent
a lot of nights sleeping in bus.
stations.
" Last August was a good
month, though. I made 200
doJlars."
He grins about the small sum.
His serious facade begins to disappear, almost as if he were shy
of being interviewed.
Locally, he has appeared at
the MUB Pub, The Common
Crossing, The Pressroom, and
The Stone Church.
Wilson now lives in Newmarket, working full time as a
gas station attendant. "Petroleum engineer, please! " he
quipped indignantly.

'I picked up on
guitar real fast,'
Wilson said

"It's good to get heckled once
and a while." He stubs his
cigarette out with finality, as if
he's ready to really talk. "When
you get heckled, you've got the

Bing Crosby stars -in White Christmas on channel 7 at 9 p. m.
A good movie.

Marx Brothers double feature is at the Franklin.
Marx movies , Horsefeathers and Monkey Business will
be playing.

Thursday, December 15

MUSO presents Monty Python Meets Beyond the Fringe
in the Strafford Room of the MUB at 7 and 9:30 p. m .
Admissio n is one dollar.

Robert Altman's Three Women is playing at the Franklin.
And another Altman film , McCabe and Mrs. Miller, is
the MUSO presentation this evening. 7 and 9:30 in the
Strafford Room of the MUB. Admission is 75 cents.

Wednesday, December 14
The Marx Brothers double feature continues at the Franklin .

Enter the Dragon, starring Bruce Lee, is the movie at the
MUB Pub. This is a good adventure film , and possibly
the best of the Kung Fu genre.
The UNH Women 's Center will be sponsoring an exhibit
of women students' art
in the Carroll/
Belknap Room of the MUB.

him many Old Delta Blues whenever he was in the Philadelphia
area.
Wilson's repetoire con~ists
largely of Delta Blues, Woody
Guthrie songs, intricate Ragtime
selections, and his own compositions.
Amazingly enough, Wilson
doesn't read music. "I was never
into the exercises you have to.
do to read music. They're boring,
::incl T _wanted to play music, not
exercises.
" I never liked tablature
arrangements of songs, so I just
pick up songs off records, note
for note, then make them my
own style." ,
Wilson's style is pleasing. He
has strong finger-picking and
flatpicking techniques. All his
notes are clear and confident.
He looks and sounds much like
a youthful Ario Guthrie, except
that his voice is lower and more
soothing.
His humor is an added, delightful touch.
"I always wanted to play the
piano," he said, sliding easily
into a complicated, almost
classical sounding rendition of
"chopsticks."

Disco DJ, Casey Holt is at the MUB Pub.

Tuesday, December 13
A

upper hand."
"Once at the Pressroom,
somebody threw a glass at me.
I just said, 'thank you' and put
him in his place. It embarrassed
him."
His stage presence has been
comedian ,
compared to a
delivering depressing songs.
About this, Wilson remarks
emphatically, "I don 't think of
myself as a comedian. I just say
what pop::. into my head. There's
no way to rehearse humor. I
can't stand in front of the mirror
and make myself laugh.''
"What I do is just bullshitting.
It puts the audience in the palm
of my hand."
Though he is only 21 years old,
Wilson has been playing guitar
for eight years. He got his first
guitar at 14, and at fifteen, was'
good enough to perform.
"I 'picked up on guitar real
fast." Wilson said.
Wilson was born near Philadelphia, where he lived until he
had finished with high school.
Shy of graduating by one math
course credit, he quit.
\
Bill Morrissey, a local New
Hampshire musician, taught
Wilson, how to play. He taught

Geor~e Galanchine in rehear- 1
sal with Patricia McBride on
George Balanchine's Plotless
Dance, on channel 11, Tuesday at9p.m.

The University Theater will be holding auditions tonight
and tomorrow night for its two plays next semester,
The Shadow of Dracula and The Matchmaker.

Support
the
arts
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Python and Fringe present dull home movie
Moirty Python Meets Beyond
the Fringe, a MUSO presentation, last night and tonight in
the Strafford Ro-,m of the MUB.
By Dana Jennings
Live rP-cord albums are often
disappointing. Recording quality
1s poor and songs don 't souna the
same without the slick, electronic
trappings of the studio.
The move, Monty Python
Meets Beyond the Fringe, is
similar to a bad live album.
The movie is a collection of
skits done live, on stage in London, by the British comedy teams,
Monty Python's Flying Circus
and Beyond the Fringe.
The result is a film as boring
and self-indulgent as home movies.

It wasn't.
It was pathetic.

The so-called humor crossed
the border between the funny and
the ludicrous. It was beyo:r;ici the
fringe.
At one point in the movie a
member of Beyond the Fringe
said, "We seem to be drifting into
a redundant intimacy.''
That was an excellent analysis
of the movie. Each . skit had a
sameness about it that became
redundant.
Towards the end, the movie
was 1 almost unbearable, causing
thP viewer to make longing
&Iances at the exits.
Not even a rousing rendition of
"I'm a Lumberjack and I'm OK"
at the end coula save me movie.
Ironically, the best part of
MUSO's movie package were the
. two short films shown before
Fringe.
The first short was titled "Newsiola." It was a spoof of the old
Movie-Tone newsreels shown in
movie theaters during the 30's
1and40's.

The film has a good frame. The
first and last skits are hilarious,
but as is said in art, a good frame
doesn't make a good painting.
The good skits were the old
Monty Python stand-byes, "This
Parrot is Dead," and "I'm a
Filmed in black and white, the
Lumberjack."
film covered such e~:ents as a
As soon as the audience saw a beard eating contest, a severe
man walk on stage, carrying a shoe-storm in the Mid-West and a
stuffed parrot, they began to gig- cat millionaire sunk to scavenggle and laugh, "This parrot is ing in city slums.
dead," said the man become parThe second short film was a
rot-bearer. "No he's not, he's
cartoon animated to Cheech and
resting," said the shop keeper. _
Chong's "Basketball Jones."
In this fine cartoon, animated
The promise presented in the
first skit turned to disappointment by Ode Visuals, that basketball
as exasperating as getting playing-fool, Basketball Jones
clothes for Christmas, when arises above his slum, achieving
a sort of godhood.
you 're six years old.
A typical dull and boring skit
At the end of the film he has
was presented by a member of
grown so large, he dribbles the
Beyond the Fringe.
He came on stage, dressed in moon like.it had the word Spauldspotted jeans, a rugby shirt and ing inscribed on it.
wearing welders glasses and carThe animation captured the
rying a guita-r. He was trying to filth, decay and ugliness of th
imitate Bob Dylan.
ghetto perfectly. It was reminis-•
He sang a mock protest song cent of the style Ralph "Wizards''
_ that was supposed to be funny.
Bakshi used for Coonskin.

This is ·o ne of the few good scenes from Montv Pvthon Meets Beyond the Fringe. The movie,
over~ll, is best described as having four legs. one tail and a bark.

HOLi.DAY
SWEATER SALE
25% OFF ON

100% WOOL SWEATERS

"a fondue restaurant"

Hearty Beef Fondue $6.95 (for two)
Crabn1eat Fondue $8.95 (for two)
Italian Fondue $6.50 (for two)

Entertainment Nightly
38 State Street
Portsmouth

431-4731

Frank and

-

· VISA

Karen Hansler
Proprietors

Spectrum-India is offering
a fantastic special with
drastic r-eductions on all our
warm, comfortable 100% wool
sweaters. Roomy pullovers,
hooded cardigans, and stylish
ribbed V-necks, all at incredible
savings. Stop in and see our
entire line of unique fashions
and accessories from around
the world, the perfect gift idea.

SPECTRUM·INDIA
INTERNATIONAL
NEWINGTON MALL, NEWINGTON, N.H.
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STUDENTS

! SBP O'Neill accomplished his goals
tant accomplishment of the
O'Neill administration. When
O'Neill took office, it had recently
been decided that a grade of a Cor below would be a failing grade
in any pass/fail course. During
his term, O'Neill successfully
lobbied to have the failing level
changed back to a D-, with the
stipulation that students not be
allowed to use the pass/fail
option in courses that fulfilled
University req1,1irements.
Some observers see the establishment of a pass/fail system
that effects a compromise between academic and student
opinions as indicative of a realistic, sensible approach to politics.
Doug Lavin, vice president of
academic affairs, said "Although
he (O'Neill) was somewhat
limited by the restrictions inherent in his position, O'Neill had
great rapport with the administration and the Board of Trustees. They really respected his
opinion. Instead of going into
meetings and yelling and
screaming, he went in and talked.
"And," added Lavin, "the .administration listened to him. He
was effective because he understood the limitations of his job,
and made the most of it."
The opinion, prevalent among
members of Student Government, that O'Neill's strong point
~as his abi_lity to articulate stu-

LET CAMPUS COPY·
DO THE WORK FOR YOU
■ Theses & Dissertations
■ Budgets & Cost Studios
■ Textbook Drafts
■ Program Proposals
■ Legal Oocumenta·tlon
■ Multi-Page Reports

■ Currlculum Materials
■ Board Aoports
■ Tests & Questionnaires
■ Research Reports
■ Specifications & Bids
■ Grant AppllcaUons &

Proposals

... Multi-Pago Items of Every Kindl

'II
I

I
t
I

I
I
I

Your worries are over~
Save time and money
with crisp clean copies
from

Gmpus ~~

n

□

O'NEILL
continued from page 1

I
I

AVOID.FINAL FRUSTRATIONS!

r-

I.

~PY ~!.:"!?.!1_~!18~~

"lleady Made ·Copy- Same Day Service.

* RESUME SERVICE
* TERM PAPERS
* GRAD THESES

XMAS-BREAK
STUDENTS: Earn $300
pn a part-time basis
with flexible hours!

Your Multi-page duplication will be
automatically collated into book form
Our CopiP.r r.an reproduce anythina typed.
handwritten or printed-even photos.and
other illustrations.
~

dents' needs to the administration, is seconded by members of
the administration.
"I think he has done a good
job," said University President
Eugene Mills. "As Student Body
President, he had a very tough
role, and he has done a very good
job of standing up for a number
of issues that students are concerned about."
"He did this," added Mills "in
a responsible waY: He kept his
sense of humor and was a stabilizing and productive influence,
even while sticking up strongly
for his point."
Mills commendP1 O'Ne111 tor
his ability to concern the
Academic Senate and the Board
of Trustees with student needs.
- On such student concerns as
academic quality and the cost of
education, Mills said O'Neill had
done "an excellent job" in en-_
listing
support ~ from
the
academic community and the
!state legislature.
University System Chancellor
Bruce Poulton said O'Neill had.
been "a fine, fine spokesman for
the student body in terms of the
Board of Trustees. He commanded attention and respect."
Poulton gave O'Neill high
marks for his dealings with the
state legislature. He gave special
note to O'Neill's appearance
b• 0re the state Appropriations
mmittee as being, at least
partially, responsible for increased financial support from

CaH: 742-2494

Best time: 4-7 p.m.

~----------~----------

classified ads
cars for sale
VA:--.-Chcvy ·72. customized. x~tra long, iTffle
rust. mags. :l-spd. 16-111 mi/gal.. runs good .
$2000 or B.O.: FRYE !:loots $40.0U like new
size li-!J Lynda 868-52:!6 12/16
HIGH F UEL ECONOMY-125-211 mi. per gal-Ion, 'fi7 VW Sq. hack. Rebuilt engine with
onlv 10.000 miles on it. 4 new whitewalls.
Mu.st sell. will take hest offer Call 1168-7151
evenings. 12/16
For Sale--19611 Old·s Cutlass Convertible.
Some hodv rust. High mileage hut runs lik e a
charm. Fi ve tires. five wheels. Jack. $200.00
Ca ll 064-2207 after 5. 12/ 16
1!17 1 Saab !16 excellent mechanical and hodv
condition . Radials. Rebui lt engine and transmtssion. 1300.0036:H!Jl612/16

1975 y.w. Rabbit, Auton1at1c, low mileage,
AM-I< M, good I.ires, great ga~ mileage excellent condition, $2300.00 or Best Offer' call
Matt in Dover 742-69611. 12/16 ·
I
1972 MERCUkY CAPRI ~.. Red with --,1 o6u
miles. Runs Very well. Winterized. New
brakes and Complete exhaust. Good tires . Xtras. Asking $1350.00 Call 436-8915 Anytime
or 439-1000 Ext 16!JI and keep Trying. 12/lfi
For_Sale 1966-KfdB. As -parts· car-:- rncludes
engine transmission . fuel pump, and much
more. No reasonable offer refused . 742-6741.
12/1'.!
FOR SALE-l!J73 r.~fAT -f28 4-door sedan. In
excellent condi_tion. Low milage, recently repainted. P1rel11 Radials , AM Radio , 2 snow
tires. Just had complete tune up excellent in
snow. $1350 or best offer. Call MATT evenings 11611-9786 12/l!i

l!J73 Vega GT Hatchback~ standard. 62.0IXl
miles. Interior and exterior in excellent con-,
dition . new valve & ring job. new batter¥ &,
snow tires--$999.!l!J or best offer. Call 4:ll-6972
eveninl!S 12/16

I<'or Sale: 197_1 MGB-GT Body in very good
c?nd1t1on-engine in good condition-the car
has been partially rebuilt. Have serviee records for the past two years. Asking $1 600
Call 659-2601112/l!i
'

For Sale-I !J67 Chevelle Excellent Condition
No rust, new tires $600.00 or best offer call
Ken at 862-1850 or 742-3434 after 7 p.m . 12/16
. _
l!J74 bP.ige _Jeep J-20 3/4 ton pickup automatic
transm1ss1on, power steering, 4-wheel drive ,
~00. Call fi64-77!J4 after 5 p.m . for

1!J60 Saab_ 9:1. Huns well, inspected, rust not
had, considering. Needs an owner who understands 1t. Best offer over $4 50. Call 868 . 5:!40. I /20
FOR SALE: '6!1 VWF'B Green with White Jnterior . Standard transmission -- Good 2nd
~ 1t/rg $49!l.!J9 Call evenings:
7 8 4 1

d~tY1~.f):1

Jaguar 1961 MKII 3.11 litre. Four speed with
overdrive. Wood and leather interior. Body
1i?r::ne strong . Best offer.

~~J ;i~ r:

r:t,f~~)g~~~~/~~ .

Saab 99 l!J72 good condition 60.000 miles snow
tire's 1-'M rad JO. must sell 1000.00 659-211711 1/24

for sale
SKIS I pr. -K2 Holidays - 1110 cm. Good condition $35 Call 1168-9753 or 2-1517 Ask for Pat
Hm. 41612 1 ~16
P.A. SYSTEM Shure V-ocal-master '·brain "
L

Kustom Columns each w/5-11" s~eakers & a
~~>g
$450 or best offer 436-2477-- eep trying
1

pre-paid ela11 ad form
TO UAD Al POLLOWI: __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Men's North J<'ac"-e Down Piirka. medium ,
tan, 60-4!J outer shell, completely water &
wind resistant with velcro closures at cuffs
Onlv used for one winter, excellent condition
ana very warm . Worth $105.00 new , will sell
for $65.00. Call 742-5825 Ask for Phil. 12/J:i
Lead guitar~ drummer wa nted -for formlng
hand. Must sing and be competent in an
areas of rock music . We gigs and 16 track
studio Gregg, Jeff 926-3960 12716
ATTENTION Students who need furniture-.
We offer good quality furniture our forefathers crafted. Priced reasonably , expecialiy if
you consider the prices of today's low quality
new furniture. We a lso have quite a variety
of interesting artifacts. New merchandise is
a lways comrni:( in so keeIJ checking hack.
Aski~ for a WATI<:RBED for Christmas??'

ielhe
~~f. WfTifJ~~iJt~ii~~~es~fLJk~
163 Islington St. Portsmouth N.H. call 4361286 QPE

PLEASE PlllNT

MUSTKPUPMD

PU&a'I' DUUTION-: Sl •• fot IO •oridl • ..._ t.11 r. _. 16 - - - • -

EMnl CO~U'nVE INHll'nON: ....

N

I In . . . . . otrw:•.

Tlrtt,blM--NIIIHl .... eamt•---;~,tl 1W . . . . ecNIMM ....

... ettt•our,-t_.wllldiillDMI ....

Aalt. Md.:

TOatiN_TIIID.

Mon-Sat 10a .m.-6p .m.

~'or Sale-: 4-Poster Pine- Bed 1-'rame & Boxsrrin~ <doublel, Dresser w/ antique mirror
~6 60~dA:rf~~ ~~~1e
Negot1ahle. Call

~~i

rm:

FOH.SALE: Underwood "5" Manual -Typewriter. excellent condition, please call 9645124, Rye, Hafter 6:30 p.m. 12/16
Hockey Equipment for sale: all Ti, excefferit
condilwn. Helmet 1 shin pads, gloves, elbow
pads , shoulder paas. Self by package deal or
rndividually to best offer. Dino Minuti, Stoke
Rm 445 2-2377 12/16
Ladies brown leather coat, white stitching ..
:::,1ze 16. $4~_.oo. Long navy dress coat. while
f~r tnm. Size 18 $40.00. Both new. 8611-9608
Carol. H n. 111. Leave message, will return
call.
Brown leather bomber jacket with white
fleece lining , size 36: brand new paid ·
~120; sell best offer . Tel: 742-72_39 _
_

the state for the University.
"During the final stages of the
Appropriation Committee's work
on the budget report to the state
legislature," said Poulton, "I had
a request to appear. It was a command performance. Both Jim
and Beth Fisher (Coordinator of
Students for the University)
came with me. Jim talked before
the Committee_ He pointed out
that the alternative to an increase in state Support would be
an increase in tuition. He made the pitch that Uie students were
feeling the pinch already."
Poulton pointed out that the
University subsequently received
an increase in state support far
more than had been expected.
While he maintained that there
were a number of rehsons for
this, he added, "I am willing to
stick my neck out in saying that
Jim and Beth's performances at
the meeting were a definite fac~
tor in the increased state support."
Although it has been praised
for its effectiveness in · dealing
with the University administration, the state legislature, the
Board of Trustees, and the
Academic Senate, O'Neill's administration was considered by
many to be unsuccessful in maintaining strong communication
with the student body.
A number of members of the
Student Government said that
this was due to a lack of political
interest by students, rather than
a lack of effort by the Student
Government.
Severa]
cited
political apathy as one of the
most difficult problems for a student body president to overcome.
O'Neill himself said that maintaining a strong public image before the students had not been a
primary concern.
''When you get this job you are
supposed to represent the students to the people who count. We
have some skill in that direction,

and concentrated a lot of effort

there. We didn't concentrate as
much effort on the other end of
it--representing ourselves to the
students. In some ways, I fe,,el
that is a waste of time, and rather
egotistical."

FOH. SALE : Heiker RK-77 Skis-$50. K-2 Holiday Skis-$40. Hcikcr Ski boots--Sizc 7 1 ~ and
11 1 l $25 each . Call Brenda 1168-52:16. 12/1:1
FOR SALE Kodak instamatic X camera
Ni th electronic flash attachment included .
Excellent pictures ! W&s $4:i -Asking $20 Call
Margie 868-706!112/ I 6
2 ADS Shelf Speakers. fine condition first
$30:40 ~akes . the pair . Contact J . Stein
W.S.B .E. Mailbox No. 21, Leave where lo
contact you. 12/ 16
I yr. old " J<'uji Road-Racer" racing hike like
new used under 20 days, asking 150-175
might negotiate contact: J . Stein, W.S. B.E.
Mailbox 11/o. 21, Leave where to contact you
12/16
J<'irestone, Michelin, National, and !!lher
hrand name tires for sale at super savings.
Compare my prices with anyone's. Also selling fully guaranteed Interstate batteries.For
information and prices call Rich al 11611-9609
between 1:00-2:00 and :i:00-7:00 p.m . 12/ 13
M-inolla 201 Black B·ody I yr. f::ct. warranty
w/case excellent condition$! 15.00 w/f l :4
Hokx 4 yrs fact. warranty $215.00 Call afte r
5p.m. !164-660912/16
FOH. SALE 1976 Vega 16,000 Miles Motor
Warranty 5 years or 60,000 miles Radial
Tires, AM-1-'M Radio completely ziebarled.
$2700 . Call 11611-5134 12/16
SNOW TIRES _·-two - tires, excellent condition. Size BR1 3. Used only one season--guara nteed 20,000 miles . Call Joan at <207131145451. 12/16
Rolleiflex · 2 1 -1 x 2 1 ,1 Camera with ~'f :2,8
80mm Schneider lens, light yellow filter, lens
shade and built in Gossen Light meter. $550.
Call Joe 742-8194. 12/ 13
Furniture for Sale--Couches~chairs, k1tchen
set--no reasonable offer refused . Call 7424022 12/ 16
For Sale 5 i11ch reel lo reel tapes. Call 868~779 or 2-1590. 326 Hunter 12/ 16
We sell musical instruments: SLJngerGnd

Drum set $239, Givson bass $17!J Kustorr.
P.A. $349 Les Paull strat original clnd copies, Travis Bean and Y;imaha iu1tars , elc.
o1i{ ehouse . 542 Elm.
anchester,
4
8
Pool table. 7 foot, slate bed - commercial
grade. all accessories , $550, call 868-7128 12/ 16

t~~~i

For-Sale: Remington Model 700 30-06 boltaction w.ith Weaver 2x plus case. Exe cond .
$175 . Also 300 mm telephoto C or bayonet
mount. Best offer. Scott 2-1298 868-9710 12/ 16
For Sale: Skis--This Year's Rossingnol Roe
Comps 205 cm, never been mounted, $130 .00
Caber Flow Buckle Ski Boots , 9 1 ,-10 Men's,
Good beginner/i ntermediate Boot. $40.00
Call Mark-868-5716 5-6 PM 12/ 16

for rent

Buildups ·will end at UNH
BU li..p-UPS
Privacy and a place to study are
continued from page 3
unheard of. "
"We bave a lea~y_roof. th~ t~m- .; Williamson Hall Resident Asperature _goes !rom bo_ili~g to sistant Janice Miradassi sai~,
freezing, we don't have nearly · "We have 45 students left m
enough .furniture to go around, buildups_. We're having a difficult
and w~'re still living out of suit- time placin_g them in rooms for
cases," she said.
next semester.
"It wasn't easy, but the situa- "Some _of _them will hav~ to ~e tion went pretty well," said Wil- moved to other do~ms, . sa~d
Iiams . "We won't know if being Miradassi. "The situation 1s
in buildups had an ,effect on stu- really getting to people. They
dents' aca.d~mic performance come to me saying 'get me out.
_until t_he gr~des c~m~ ~ut, but the I want to live anywhere but
potential for it exists," he said.
here.' "
.
Head Resident of Stoke Hall
The students are gettmg along
Karen Nixon said, " I don't know well, according to Miradassi, but
whether we will have buildups the cumulative effect of poor
next semester or not. "
heating, a lack of privacy, -and
" Buildups stink," said a build- noise is rot conducive to study.
up resident who wished to remain
" I don 't feel it's affected my '
anonymous. "There is no room academics or studying," said
and no atmosphere to study in. I · freshman Carmen Belanger. " I
would have done better aca- don 't want to move. We're
demically if I had had a better moving next semester, to_anotn~r.
situation. .
_ _ __. .
room in Christensen."
. ·«we ·called the Office of Resi·Freshman Kim Stucker. livin2
dential Life to get the roof fixed ," in a Christensen buildup, said,
she said. "~ome _workn_ien came " We'd like to stay, but we have
to go. I don 't think it's really afover ~_nd pamted it. lt still leaks.
"We got the reduced rate," she fected my studying. It might
said, "but it still wasn't worth it. have helped it."

Incinerator is proposed
INCINERATOR
continued from page 1

said.
"Every precal]tio_i:i is being
taken to limit the use of trucKS.
An estimated fourteen additionai
truck deliveries from ten towns
can be expected. Transportation
. for University trucks would be
lessened by 80 per cent with the
new incinerators, eliminating
travel between the University
and Durham Point," he said.
Chamberlain said the present
incinerator's cost is $15 per ton.
The proposed system would cut
that figure to $8 per ton.
The present Durham Point l r.cinerator, managed by the towa,
is split financially 50-50 betwet"n
Durham and UNH.
A recent state emission test on
the present incinerator revealed

impurities in the exhaust fun~-;.;i:,
of the smoke stack.
"We didn 't meet the standards
set ~ the Environmental Protection Agency. We will be updating the Durham Point Incinerator. If the new system goes
through, the present incinerator
will be placed on standby, "
Chamberlain said.
Tne ten towns interested in the
new heat recovery system all
are under the direction of the
State Air Pollution Commission.
Durham is the only town with an
incinera tor. The others switched
to landfill after a state order in
J uly of 1974 put a halt to all open
burning dumps.
Miller said a smaller heat recovery system suited exclusively
to UNH and Durham "would also
be feasible."

classified ads
APART. AVAILABLE Sem II for female. In
D_urham Hen! $JOO.OU/mo inc utilities. F'urmshed. Call Liz at 868-2140 or 868-713912/13
Graduate Stud-ent wa nTs"to rent room second
semester. no lease please. Call 659-203112/16
Soacious 2 bedroom apt. in Dover. Kitchen.
ilving room. unfurnislwd 1-'riv:,fp ? nr :in<·cupants: $225/month plus minimal eleclri' "·' . HZ-1\Zl!!Mevc. Lenn~. orl Mi Ke. [UJ6
Quiet efficieney apl. in Newmarket availa ble Jan . I. Located at end of dead end road .
near Karivan route. $150.00/mo. plus secur- .
ity includes heat & water. 659-549512/13
2 bdrm. apt. kitchen , livingrm , carpeting 4.5
miles from campus. off Route 4, Available
Jan. 1, Rent $185 contact: 659-2098 aft. 6 Ask
for Grover. leave message. 12/16
F'or Rent: 2-bedroom apartment in Banuigton 4 miles from UNlf off Rt. 4. Availabfe
Jan. I $Ii'U/monlh plus utilities. Call 868-5748
12/lli
.
Room and Board Available Call 862-1200
Lambda Chi Alpha or write P.O. Box 662,
Durham. .H. 0382-112/ 16
F[m RENT . Efficiency- apCfor sTngfeperson in Strafford House. Apl. 8-5. for Semester 11. $675. Call Bruce at 868-9818. 12/16

services
Housesitters available for Christmas break
or longer. Experienced. Have references.
431-8273 Evenings . 12113
Parties---Do them right wilhthebestmusic &
sound to dance & party! All kinds of music
and great sound system . For info call D .J.
Steve Kolenda. I !569-256812/16
TYPING of theses: reports, resumes, correspondence. IBM CORRECT1NG SELECTRIC
Choice of style/pitch. Experienced business
teacher / secretary. Available for editing,
dictatlon.Rates per page or hour.Universify
Secretarial Associates. (Diana l 742-4858
12/16
"TENNIS PROS AND ASSISTANT PROS-Seasonal and year-round clubs; good playing
and teaching background. Call (30ll6S4-3770,
or send 2 complete resumes and 2 pictures
to: Col. R. Reade, W.T.S., 8401 Connecticut
Avenue, Suite 1011, Chevy Chase, MD 20015,"
1/24
Typing done by the page standard size type.
on electric typewriter. Portsmouth-Kittery
area. Phone 43!!-4732. 12/16

rides
Help' I need a ride home to -the Washington
D.C. area for_ )(,-mas. Will gladly help with
expenses and driving. Diana Davis_?:~ 12/ 16
RIDES- Occasional ride to UNH from Far1:1ington. Will pay for gas. Call 859-6741 anytime. l/31

Ride/rider service: If you need a ride or if
you can provide a ride for another student at
0

r-i,~:t~/c:~~r~~~2~;6~ 1k~Je~~ew~~si1;~
expenses. 12/16
One rider needed lo share driving and expenses to Ft. Lauderdale Florida--Sometime
after X-Mas. Call Steve at 868-5755. 12/16
Need Riders Florida Bound 12/23 Return 1/2
Call Mike after 8:00, 742-722912il6

roommates
~X°RwrmMr~d~9n~~~~\!t~rrt ;;~~:,;o~

APARTMENT WANTED: Jn Durham for
January 1-15. Rent negotiable. Call Gary
R-0om 303. 2·1613 or 868-983312/13

help wanted

personals

Wanted: Reliable housesitter for lovely
home on Lamprey River starting Dec. 16 for
approximately 2-3 weeks. Please call 6592656. 12/ 16

Giant Orbs' 1Well the semester is almost
over, but here's to the lasting memories-long dark walks back from Dover. Mub Pub
nighls. Jasons( hor,,skp and go naked> ,
G1ovani's, Stan's · Clarkie", Spaghetti dinners. Late nights in Stoke. and much. much
more. Thanks for helping me keep "sane"
through all this semesfer--1\iale, Peggy, Dani, Phif, Stan. Doug. Arty . Judy, EllenhMiket
Jan. Lydia, Nancy and John . Shall l ink o
you- all as I soak up the California "Havs"
next semester. Keep in touch.--JOTT 12/ 13

Wanted: WORK STUDY student to work in
Chemical Oceanography Laboratoi on
require . Call

b~~,F_Ulol~1!~%\~ttrii~~nd

1

campus on Swains Pond . Own Room, two
wood stoves to supplement furnace, raft &
dock for springtime fun. $115/ month inc.
rent, heat & elec. Contact Steve--664-iJ24 or
862-1490. 12/ 13
WANTED: Femalehousemale for 4 bedroom House in Durham. Own Bedroom,
862
0
86
~[8~~it~i~ ti~~r f1r:;Wi·1~all
· lOllO -

f;

Wanted: 2 females to share large furnished
apartment in Dover with 2 other girls. 2 bedrooms. living room, kitchen. bath. $100
mo. ':!ach incTudes heat. On Kari-Van route
Call Barb or Kate evenings, 742-5770 12/ 16

Free room and board in exchange for child
companion for professional family with two
young children. Must like and be accustomed to small children. Minimum of 3 afternoons a week needed. Early Childhood Education Major given preference. Call 659-3247
after 6 p.m. 12716

Nanc: if wish,og on green M&M"s works, you
would be gelling a 10-r'.P. very soon. Happy
Chanakah! Mucn Love. Lou. 1211:1

WANTED: Person for janitorial work at
Channel 11 studios approximalely 10 hours a
week at $2.50/ hr . 862-242112/ 13

Con$rals . to our · new Alpha Chi sisters,
You ve heen one heU of a pledge class--We
Love You!! 1TB AXO 12/ 13

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT: - FREE C50>
state summer employer information. Send a
stampedcself-addressed, legal size envelope
to: SUM HOICE Box 645. Slate College, Pa .
1(;801 12/Hi

Male roommates rleeded for next semester

for apartment on Mill Rd, Durham. fireplace. kitchen. carpeting. washer, dryer.
large living room. $115/month utilities in cluaed. Calf Rich 868-7120. 12/16
Wanted: Roommates to share house over-

0
~~~iig & ~1f1?ti~ 1&ri 4~f~ol?~':111t~&i~o/
1/20
Female Roommate wanted. Olde Madbury

~;nne t£~s'rfiJ~tiJli.?~n~f~~l:jthOonn'i&~~:
van- route. Available Jan. I $JOO/ month µ!us
ut111ues. 749-4169. Aller 7::m p.m. 659-5281.
12/16
Female Roommate wanted: need female to

ii:~~r::n(\~ 3J~J~\

~~sah!d~~~g~i~u~!drict~1ro
$55 includes all utilities Call 332-6650 01· 3323371 Ask for Vicki 12/ 16
Female roommate needed - second semester
Webster House. Only $82 .50/ month. Call
868-7191 evenings. 12111Roommate wanted to share furnished apt. in
Newmarket. K-Van Rte, $92 a month includhn'iJAf Available Dec 26. Call 659-5485 after

wanted
We buy musical instruments:Guitars,
drums, Amps, P .A. 'a, microphones, Key
Boards, etc . The Music Warehouse, 542 Elm
St. , M:rnchesler I across from Zayre's l, 66848801 / 24
.

U.>sYi..pair oTmens fighlly tinted half rim
glasses even if they re badly damaged
please call Jim 2-2281 WM-41 IC 12/16

lost & found
There have been many textbooks and notebooks turned in at the lost and found at the
MUB info. center. They can be claimed by
coming to the information center. 12/ 16
LOST: Red. while, and blue silk scarf from
3ERMUDA. It's inexpensive, but has great
sentimental value. If found, please calf Lesley at 862-3203. 12/16
:.,OST: Pair of wire-rimmed glasses in vicinity of MUB. In black. hard pfastic case. Call
Paul at 868-1490, 2-1920 or 2-2402. 12/ 16
Lost: Man's sterling bracelet with-initials
R.P.B. on clasp. Lost between Library &
Liquor store at circle on Nov. 23. Great sentimental value! $10 reward! Call Ron 2-2240
12/16
'
~~~t~i!ctt!v~fa 7gf~rg;~\\~!~~1

t1lJ~

$10 reward--lear in stitching al end of one-

call 659-3177 , ask for Rob, after 7 PM 12/16

LOST-Tl30 Pocket Calculator in light brow ..
carrying case. Lost between Hubbard Hall
and Spalding Lile Science bu1Idmg on Uec.2. Reward! Please call Sandv 868-9897 or 21739. 12/16
.
LOST : A- SMALL GOLD CREST RING
WITRTNTl1ALS AND DATE ff,iSTDK vidnit~ of Ham-Smith. Stilling. NHH. If found~
plase call Sarah 2-1647 or Boll-'9727. Large Reward. 12/16
-

EasterRabbits-flourish in the snow' Can't
·wait until X-Mass break. The gang in 8-town
will be expecting you. Molli meatballs, the
arc 12/ 13
To ''Val" from P.A.L. : Happy Birlhda~1 lt"s
a little late to say it, but in your case. il s better late than never . Good luck with wrestling
and finals. 12/ 13
John Draper: Sorry about missing lunch on
Tuesdav--Don't hate me! Was snow-bound ...
Looking forward to meeting at WSBE--perha ps next week? 12/ t:!
ALPHA-CHI'S!!! Get super-~syched for the
fi·~/t~to~Ms1 ·1f1~~ecial your pledges-Everyone needsa- christmas tree' Starting
tomorrow at noon they 'll be on sale on the
front steps of Pettee I-tall. Hurry while they
last! XEP 12/ 13
Merry X-mas.:Seeyou at the Toll House-12/ 16
Gary L. Thanks for a great semester al
The N.H. We never could-have done so well
without you . Good luck next semester.
The N.H. will miss you. 12/13
Do you think we will make it until the end
If it wasn't for you
of fle semester?
~uv~. I never would have made it at all.
·· iks D., K., & P., for a great 1st semes,e . Love, G. 12/13
Hey Wrestler Man (That's you, Mister! l:
Hope you're having a superb day :Take Care,
Lady. <P.S. Love your new sweater> 12/ 13
Staff--here' s to 4 a.m. choruses of 50s hits
when the copy isn't down and delirium
strikes. It's been real. All the best to all
the best.--Noodles 12/ 13

IIAAi>p~~Nll\ st,\ w6ff[,i) SIIOHTY Th~
µasl months have been a fantaslic hunt wnn
lols of sherrv.along tlw wa~ . we·n• coming
to the "finafs" ium12 so we Pach have to ~el
our own "splits." When tht• race is over culliP. we' ll dim down to ~> mph again and do
some fl(!i1v_,. hoogiing on.the'slo1X<"Good lucK
Chuck. Luv "SLAP ... 12/B
St iii crazy after all these years iquitea:ottamuch I I Love. a connosieur of fine arli istls
and romance (especially intertw ined l.--even
liasons with communicologists . 12/13
Mer-II means sea in trench but to -me it
means much more . The ocean and you: two
things I love. Merd, want to go to Karl's? Che
12/ Ifi
Think of moving to your own apartment.
Find out how from: Gail Tufts. off-campus
housing coordinator: Marc 1-tobillard. Housing Coordinator. Hesidential Life: Randv
Walker, Commuer Representative ; Jay
James, Lawyer . Wednesday. Dec. 14 7-8 p.m .
Hetzel Room. r.:lliott Alumni Center 12/ I:l
!Jo vou know what a- lease is~ and ,, hat to
look" for in it. Would you like to have vours
explained to vou ? If so come and lisien to
Jay James. lawyer and other guest speak(•rs . Wednesday . Dec . 14 7-ll p.m .. Hetzf'I
lfoom, Elliott Alumni Center 12/1:l

and .. .
MEDITATION. MYSTICISM. and the BEYOND a lecture and film hv David Burke
journalist and worldwide lecturer on Medi ta:
lion. at the Durham Community Church. 60
1
10th 7 30
r~a£t1.iRLtwltc
p.m.'

Jiert?l,\ i

"Shl' ~ot her looks from her lather ... ,\ presentat,on on child abuse and neglecl. Tul's.
Dec . 13, J,orum Koom m the Mam L1brarv.
12/t:!
-

Ye

Jacqueline's Potpourfi. bo-ver:
Olde
Court House-around corner from Gallery of
Gii'ts, New and nearh· m•w ftem : collect1 ables . i:: ,_.,,.
'.-1\. t vp•11ng. skn-iothing . Sfnall

~~f:i1:.' J~~efr{.""h~~d~r!r:~d
1

0

{{~t'~

11
.K

~j ii
1

ings, sports equipment. Also clarinet. sfereo.
742-4423 12/13

Check off your holiday gift listwith Celebrity
Series tickets: Tokyo String ~uartet: Canadian Brass ; and Lotte Gosfar s Pantomime
Circus. $4 and $5.50. MUB Ticket Office. Attractive gift cards free. 12/ 16
If you've foit someth[n-g recently, check lost
and found at the MUB lnformallon Center.
Open 7:30 a.m.-midnight. Mondav-Saturday ; noon-midnight. Sunday. Teleph.one 8622600 12/16

Run out ofchristmas ideasfor the fitffe kids
at home? Buy 'em a MUB Babv Backpack
and get 'em in training early! 12/13
Jewish Students Meeting Grafton Rool'r!
!\IUB Dec. IS Thurs. R p.m . 12/ 16
l2r

-
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Franklin
by Debbie Blood

Our Better Side
HEY PR.1tJC£SS
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HAVE A NICETRIP?
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DOONESBURY
tJH-HUH.. UH-Hllfl.. 6EE,
I'M SO/Q?t,, fJH-HtJH•.

I'{) Bt Gl4D
"{{).. RIGHT.. HOPE YOU
R:El BETTER •. 'BYE •.
Off, SURE,
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Theater

LACEY.SHE a/OKE fJP
WITH A fEve/?.,.)S/eH, ..

r HAV& 70 BE REAOY IN
A HAlF HOU/<. 70 teATe
PHYLLIS SCHLAFLY CN ERA ••
=-(====::::;,

~
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FRANKLIN
continued from page 1
Davison said, " The food situation in Durham is disgraceful. ·
There is nothing in between an
expensive night out at the New
England Center and a pizza and
beer. I want to provide economical, but high quality dishes. I will
hire students and will probably
bring in a chef from Boston."
"People over 50 won't want to
have to travel far to see a
movie," said Frost, •~nd local
children will suffer because there
will be no movie theater within
walking distance. Davison is not
considering all this.''
Junior social service major Zoe
Abrams opposed Davison's plan.
"If they take away the movies
all that will be left in this town
will be eating and drinking," he
said. "I admit -we need a variation from pizza and hamburgers,
but I think the Franklin Theater
is the best form of entertainment
we have."
"Students can't afford to go out
to dinner very much," said sophomore pre-vet major Betsy
Robinson. "We're comparing $10
to $1.50. The theater is just so
convenient and there's always
something worthwhile to go and
see."
Davison said building will
begin next spring if the proposal
is accepted. "Then when the
students return to school in September, it should be all finished ,"
he said.
Davison said if both his appeal
on the nightclub proposal and the
restaurant proposal are accepted,
he will decide which to construct
" when that happE.;1s."

-~ !

PSC's nuke-•
an uncertain
investment?
PSC

*Room and Board*

MUB Pub faces changes

Available for 2nd semester
on Madbury Road, 1 minute walk to downtown
write: Room & Board, P .p. Box 662. Durham, 1
N.H. 03824 ,call: Lambda Chi Alpha, 862-1290

868-7363

PUB DECISION
continued from page 3

the Board of Directors," said Kane. "The board has maintained
that the entertainment is good and they don't know why the Pub
is losing money.''
?-'he :rub Board evaluates functions and sets policy for the Pub.
It 1s composed offour students and two administrators MUB Director J. Gregg Sanborn and WSBE Hotel Administ-rati~n Professor Melvin Sandler.
"The Pub Board let the problem go too long," said Kane. "They
should have made a concrete decision earlier. Thev are not willing to make a change in either the entertainment or the Entertainment Committee."
Kane proposed that the Board do an evaluation of the entertainment in the Pub, and he encouraged students as well as employees to write letters and show support for the Pub.

SAVE on

Sto<;king stuffers and
Christmas Presents
25% off on all

Jhirmack
&
Redken products

Tues, Dec 13 -Dec 20
34 Main St

10-5 Mon-Sat
Durham
Thurs Eve appointments
- above comm unit market

"The MUB Pub is a completely student run operation," said
Kane. Students have to stand up and get involved. If the four night
. schedule loses money, the Pub could conceivabl_y close."
Kane said, "Stuqent apathy has relegated-the Pub to failure .
. They aren't saying, 'What's happening to our Pub'. They just assume that the decisions have already been made."
Conrad Fisher, one of five Pub managers, said that lack of diversity is the problem. ''They are overplaying the same type of
entertainment. Students won't stay if its the same thing over and
over,'' he said.
.
Manager Kevin Fitzgibbon said, "The inexperience of the En- ·
tertainment Committee is the problem. They made initial mistakes--inherent to any new committee--but they weren't pointed
out by the Pub Board and no action was taken on them."
'_'I don't know why they (the Pub Board of Directors) never
pomted them out," he said.
·
"The departure of Rick Bean isn't the only reason for student
apathy," Fitzgibbon said. "Bean created a favorable image for
the Pub, but this image has been eroded to the point 'where students don't expect the Pub to have good entertainment and they
stop coming.''
Fisher said, "!he actions and inactions have gotten to the point
where students Jobs are cut back and student entertainment is cut
back. Students lost both ways."

continued from page 2
(NRC) is currently reviewing the
financial status of the Seabrook
plant, following an appeal made
by the Seacoast Anti-Pollution
League (SAPL) on the original
approval of the project's financing.

According to an NRC spokesman, the commission is checking
to see if PSC will be financially
able to build and maintain the
nuclear plant safely.
The subsequent decision of
NEU's to sell its holdings might
have resulted in the need for the
rate increase, especially-since it
has taken a year for other power
companies to express interest in
attaining these holdings.
Another possible source of financial difficulties for PSC could
be the high cost overrun of the
project.
According to a 1976 study made
by the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, the average cost
overrun for a·nuclear plant is 100
per cent.
However, a recent bulletin of
the Granite State Alliance put the
cost overrun of the Seabrook Project at about 300 per cent to date.
In other words, the Seabrook construction costs so far have been
~bout three times the original estimates, and the project is not yet
completed.
These events occurring in this
sequence may be a coincidence.
However, it could also warn of increasing financial difficulties for
PSC as construction of the Seabrook plant continues.
In the light of this, it is possible
that PSC is in the midst of building a power plant which it may
not be able to afford by the time
it is completed.
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Laskaris leads Cats over Bears
HOOP
continued from page 16

braved sub-freezing temperatures to see the Cats were treated
to a stellar performance by UNH
co-captain Peter Laskaris, who
scored 29 points and pulled down
several critical rebounds. He tied
his career high point total, set

last season against Northeastern. the free throw line and conWith less than a minute re- . verted the pressure one-on-one
maining in the game, Maine had situation to give the Cats the final
nulled to within a basket. of the four-point edge, 65-61.
Laskaris' effort, his best of the
Cats, 63-61. The Bears put up a
potential tying shot: Laskaris season, was made possible by an
pulled down the rebound and was adjustment in the Cats' game
fouled in a scuffle under the plan. Ever since the BC game, in
board by Maine's Roger Lapham. which guards Keith Dickson and
Mumbling some encouragement Paul Dufour scored a combined
to himself, Laskaris stepped to total of 57 points, opposing
defens es have guarded the pair
like a second skin, leaving the
forecourt men relatively clear.
''The guards played so well in
the first game," said Laskaris,
"that it left us (center and forwards) open. We had to take the
pressure off them."
ten events. Bob Christiffilo of
By playing the ball inside, the
Holy Cross captured the 1000 and Cats hope to force the defenses to
100 yard freestvle events.
open up and play more balanced.
Sopnomore Pete DeJager was "Once the inside game works,"
one of the swimmers Relies shuf- said Dufour, "the outside will."
fled around. But DeJager, who
There is still much room for imnormally swims the 200 yard . provement, in the opinion of the
backstroke, responded by win- team. ''Once we get going, we'll
ning the 200 yard individual med- be a good team," said Laskaris.
ley.
"Sometimes when we get behind,
we can't get going. We'll have to
"I did that event once last
put more than one together to get
year," said DeJager. "But that
into the groove."
was the first time r had done it.
"The thing - I was happiest
We have a lot more versatile team
about today," croaked Friel,
this year -- a lot of guys can swim
"was that they did everything I
in a lot of different events.''
"If we do well in these next asked them to. It was imperative
six meets," we can win four of that we win today. We're not out
them," said Glenesk. "We're of the woods yet, but we're not
looking forward to some win- dead either."
ning."
The Cats will not race again
until Jan. 21 when they host Boston University. Following BU will
be Colby, Bridgewater State,
Vermont, Bowdoin and Southern HOCKEY
Connecticut.
continued from page 16
hit the nets six times (with three
assists for nine points).
Harvard might have found another Brian Petrovek in sophomore John Hynes, who has backstopped the Crimson with solid
goaltending. In six games Hynes
has posted a 3.46 goals against
average and in the Brown game
recorded 31 saves, his best perThe UNH track team was out- formance yet.
Despite skating five freshmen
classed this past Saturday, finishing fourth in a five-way meet on offense, the Crimson has a lot
of scoring power and the deatUConn.
UConn won the meet with 91 fense remains solid with the repoints. Army was second with 80, turn of Jack Hughes, the ECAC's
Boston University was third with rookie of the year last year.
Cornell vented its trustrat1ons
45, UNH was fourth with 23 and
of a 0-3-0 Division I record on
Holy Cross was last with 13.
The Huskies dominated the UNH just as the Cats did against
meet, placing at least one person Providence a week ago today.
"We had visions of it," said Big
in each event.
UNH managed only one first Red coach Dick Bertrand, "We've
place finish. Ken Campbell won outshot our opponents by at least
the 35 pound weight throw with 13 shots in each (Division I)
a toss of over 57'.
UNH came out of the meet
injury-riddled.
Triple jumper Bob Frieling
bruised a heel. Long jumper
Games
Goals
Name
Larry Grossman pulled a lram9
Frank Roy
7
string. Hurdler Chuck Fetzner
Ralph Cox
7
5
bruised a leg as did miler Mark
2
Bob Gould
7
Berman and high jumper Chip
Fank Barth
6
5
Wood.
Terry Flanagan
7
2
Each J>J those _players is quesDana Barbin
7
3
tionable for Thursday's meet
Gary Burns
7
1
against URI at Kingston, R.I.
3
JonFontas
7
3
JeffBeaney
6
'We did better than last year,"
Bruce Crowder
7
2
said UNH track coach· John
John Normand
4
3
Copeland. "Last year we only
1
Paul Surdam
6
scored 13 points. This year we
7
1
Bob Blood
got more points against better
Mike Waghorne
5
1
competition."
Sean Coady
7
1
UNH's record is now 3-3.
1
BobFancis
5

,
1

Swimmen win first meet
The UNH men's swim team got
a break of sorts Saturday afternoon.
After having to compete against two of the toughest teams
in the East -- Rhode Island and
Maine -- in the first two meets
of the 1977-78 season, the Wild-eats had an easy time with Holy
Cross, crushing the Crusaders,
73-20 for their first win of the
season.
"We looked much better than
in the other two meets," said
UNH coach Frank Relies. "Some
of the guys did not swim their
regular individual races and we
still won."
Freshman Mark Glenesk broke
a UNH record in the 500 yard
freestyle with a time of 5:22.2,
more than one and a half seconds
better than the old mark which
was set in 1969.
"It wasn't a very good time,"
said Glenesk. "But I thought I'd
be able to break the record."
The Wildcats took eight of the

UNH icemen host Harvard tomorrow

Men, women indoor track
teams both lose meets
Pro football's Tampa Bay Buccaneers lost many close· games
in two years before finally
winning their first one this past
Sunday. Tampa had the unenviable knack of snatching defeat from the jaws of victory.
Such is the lot of young teams.
Saturdqy, UNH's first year
women's track team led Harvard
by one point, 48-47, going into the
final event of the meet, the mile
relay.
·
UNH lost the relay.
UNH lost to Harvard, 52-48.
UNH women's track coach
Jean Roberts attributed lack of
depth to the team's loss.
"We need more sprinters,"
said Roberts, "we lost both
relays, and relays are sprint
races."
Even though they lost, the
.Wildcats took six first places out
of twelve. The star for UNH was
sprinter Hildy Feuerbach.
Feuerbach took firsts in the 60
and 220 yard dashes with times
of 7.4 and 27.4 respectively.
"I felt pretty loose," said
Feuerbach. "I was pleased with
my time in the sixty. I was glad
to get my time down so low in the
second meet of the season."
UNH's next meet isn't until
January 28 against Bowdoin at
home. The team's record is now
0-2.

Men

Steve Kinnealey
Brad Holt
UNHTOTALS
OPPONENTS

TEAM
UNHTOTALS

OPPONENTS

FG
31
29
29
23
11
11
6
6
0
0
0
0

FGA
66
44
51
46
27
28
14
22
6
2
0
0

PCT
.500
.659
.569
.500
.407
.393
.429
.273
.000
.000
.000
.000

FT/PCT
.864
625
.765
.733
.500
.286
.750
.400
.250
.000
.000
.000

AST
9
8
22
10
1
5
3
1
7
0
0
0

146
146

306
309

.477
.472

.660
.681

66
51

RB
17
36
12
41
18
20
8
6
4
0
0
0
33
195
199

TP
81
73
71
57
24
24
15
14
1
0
0
0

AVG
16.2
14.6
14.2
11.4
4.8
4.8
3.8
3.5
0.2
0.0
0.0
0.0

360
396

72.0
73.8

7

7
7
7

0
0
43
42

Assists
7
8
9
3
6
4
6
3
3
4
1
3
3
2
1
1
2
1
67
63

Points
16
13
11
8
8
7
7
6
6
6
4
4
4
3
2
2
2
1
110
105

Pen/Min.
1/2
5/10
6/12
0/0
3/6
0/0

POWER PLAY EFFICIENCY
UNH 7-31 22.6%
OPP 7-40 17.5%
Overall Record: 3-4
UNH 11 Air Force
UNH 7 Air Force
UNH 3 Northeastern
UNH 5RPI
UNH 5 Boston Univ.
UNH 8 Providence
UNH 4Cornell

/11
3/6
1/2
8/24
1/2
1/2
3/6
1/2
5/10
0/0
',7/l4

7
6
4
6
6
3
10

Division I: 1-4

U/0

51/113
41/82

ECAC Div. I hockey standings

Hoop: season stats
G
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
5
2
2
1
5
5
5

game that we lost, so we knew 1t game. too. "
had to come.''
The second period was Evans;
"It was one we needed bad,"· best as he turned away 17 bids
said Cornell goalie John Van- by Cornell to keep UNH ih th9
Dermark, who recorded 25 saves game with the score 6-3 in favor
in the contest. "We had lost all
of the Big Red. Power play goals
three games by one goal just like
by Frank Roy in the first and Bob
New Hampshire. We knew we Francis in the second and a talcould do it."
ly by Jeff Beaney accounted for
Penalties, though few, played UNH's three goals after two.
an important part in the .game.
Beaney added another goal 1 : 03
Both UNH and Cornell tallied into the third p·eriod to bring
twice on power play opportuni- the Cats to within the 6-4 margin,
ties, yet it was UNH which had but then Cornell turned into a
the better chance.
stingy miser and kept the puck .
On one-man advantage situa- · to themselves, only to relinquish
tions in the second period, the it four times.
Wildcat power play unit swarmed
Tunes of "Good bye Wildcats ...
the Cornell net. John Normand we hate to see you go," and
was twice set up perfectly in front "Seive ! Seive ! Seive ! " and, of
as were Bob Gould and F rank course, "Give my Regards to BroadRoy on individual bids.
way" rained down from the stands
But somehow VanDermark was as Lynah rink turned into one
there too and denied UNH on ev- giant campus party near the end
ery attempt.
of the game.
''John was solid the whole
Cornell's vendetta was complete.
game," said Bertrand. "But New The Big Red had avenged itself
Hamµ;hire's goalie played a great of its two losses to UNH last year.

·Hockey: season stats

c·at stats
Name
P. Dufour
P. Laskaris
K. Dickson
T.Cavanaugh
J. Quinn
K. Herbert
B. VanDeventer
D.Chapman
R. Layne
D. Coppin
B. Delany
J. Parker

UNH's Ken Herbert (44) battles for a rebound with Maine's
Kevin NP.Ison (50) during Saturday's game, which UNH won,
65-61. (Art Illman· photo)

Div I
Team ( overall rec)
BU (5-0-0)
BC (6-1-0)
RESULTS
UNH · 87 Boston College
Clarkson ( 6-5-0)
77
Yale (5-4-ll
UNH 63 St. Peters
67
Brown (4-2-0)
UNH 68 Connecticut
82
UNH 77 Springfield
Harvard (4-2-0)
82
St. Law. (7-5-0)
UNH 65 Maine
61
NU (3-2-1)
Record: 2:3
RPI (5-3-0)
Vermont (5-4-0)
Dart. (2-3-0l
Penn. (3-4-1)
UPCOMING GAMES
Prov. (3-9-0)
December 15 at Hofstra
Cornell ( 3-3-0)
17 at Virginia Tech.
29-30 OLD DOMINION CLASSIC Princeton ( 1-5-2)
January 4 at Lafayette
UNH (3-4-0)
Colgate (0-5-0)
.

w
4
5
6
5
4
4
4
2
3
2
2
1
2
1
1
1
0

L
0
1
2
2
2
2
3
2
3
2
3
3
6

3
5
4
4

T
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0

Pct.
1.000
.833
.750
.688
.677
.677
.571
.500
.500
.500
.400
.300
.250
.250
.214
.200
.000

GF
18
34
51
29
32
28
27
28
.24
12
29
21
37
22
20
·'5
14

GA
12
28
33
25
17
21
31
29
29
15
27
24
42
19
35
29
35
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Evans sees black;
Cats blinded, I 0-4
By Lee Hunsaker
When you go to Cornell, there
are two things you will see the
most of-ivy and the color red.
But for UNH goalie Mark Evans,
the only color he saw was black.
Although the 10-4 final score
would seem to indicate a poor
goaltending show by Evans, it
was, quite the opposite. Evans
turned aside 64 of Cornell's total
of 74 shots in a display of what
Big Red forward Kevin Fullan
called "sheer guts."
''You couldn't blame Mark (Evans) on almost any of those
goals," said UNH assistant coach
Bob Kullen. "The defense wasn't
there."
UNH's menace of the year lack of defense -· did it again.
Instead of blueshirts in front of
~vans, there were white and ·
red ones. Instead of good coverage and communication, there
was confusion.
"Both on short-handed situations and even-up," said UNH

coach Charlie Holt "defensive
coverage was much less tt:i.an ·
adequate. We made numerable
errors ... and we lost our poise."
Tomorrow UNH will try to put
it together against Harvard, a
team which, unlike many teams
this year in Division !,has had
an excE>llent early season.
The Crimson's record stands at
4-2-0 in Division I placing the
team comfortably in fifth place.
Harvard's four wins came
against Vermont (6-3), Providence (6-4), Penn (6-3) and
Brown ( ;>-4 in overtime).
The team's two losses were to
Dartmouth, 5-4 in the season opener,. and a 4-3 thriller against
BU.
Offensively the ,Crimson is led
by Gene Purdy, who has three
goals and eight assists for 11
points. The biggest goal-producer
so far is George Hughes, who has .
HOCKEY. page 15
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scene

~ornell goalie John VanDerMark slides to his right as UNH's Ralph Cox (22) moves
m, covered closely by Big Red defenseman Jeff Roche (2) during Saturday's action.
(Lee Hunsaker_photo)

Cagers win, 65-61;
. travel to Hofstra
By Tom Lyne~

UNH guard Keith Dickson soars in toward the basket during the Wildcat's win over
UMaine Saturday, which snapped the Cats' three game losing streak. (Art ·Illman photo)

White's three goals
do the trick for UNH
Cameron had an outstanding
The original meaning of hoc- day in the nets for the Eagles,
key's "hat trick" was scoring turning aside 31 shots. UNH's
Donna Nystrom rejected 17 scorthree goals, all in one period.
·
Well, UNH's Melissa White did ing attempts.
"We worked well," said White
it the old-fashioned way last night,
tallying her three goals in the last after the game. "But if we had
period to break a 1-1 deadlock skated, the score would have
and send the UNH women's ice been a lot higher."
"We've got to do better shoot- hockey team to a 4-1 victory over
~ton College last night in Boston. ing,'' said UNH coach Russ McIt was the fourth straight victo- - Curdy. "The opportunities are
ry against no defeats for the wo- good, but we're just not connectmen, who defeated Providence ing on them. We have to work
College Saturday, 5-4. The Cats harder on it.
In Tuesday's game at Proviwill host Brown University
dence, the Cats scored three
Thursday night at Snively Arena.
White slid a rebound past BC goals in the last eight mintues of
goaltender Peggy Cameron four the contest. All three were assistminutes into the third period, ed by Bryant, and Griffith scored
then picked up a rebound from a two of them.
Griffith finished with a hat
Kelly Stone shot two minutes later and stuffed it through Came- trick. White scored the winning
ron's pads for her second goal goal with two mintues left in the
game. Moe Morin had !he other
this time on a power play.
White . finished her scoring goal for UNH.
The Wildcats will host a tough
spree with 11: 27 gone in the period on an assist from Gail Grif- Brown souad Thursday afternoon
at 4: 00 Brown is 2-2.
·
fith and Kathy Bryant.

By Lee Hunsaker

Right: You 're not quite sure which way is up and which
is down when UNH's elite gymnast Denise Walker is performing. The freshman sensation puts on a few of her
many moves during UNH's first meet of the season Friday evening. The Wildcats had no trouble with Rhode
Island in the meet, cruising to a 129.35 - 100.05 victory.
All Walker did in her debut was to win every event she
competed in and finish first in the all around competition.
Sophomore Linda Schneider, who won every event m every
meet she competed in last year, finished second all around.
(Lisa Winchester photo)

"We're not out of the woods
yet," said UNH basketball coach
Gerry Friel following Saturday's
65-61 Wildcat victory over the
Black Bears of UMaine.
The win should get the Cats in
the right frame of mind for this
week's action, which includes a
Thursday night encounter with
last year's ECAC champion
Hofstra.
The Flying Dutchmen take a
1-5 record into tonight's game
against the Florida Gators.
Hof:stra has beaten St. Francis
9f New York ~hile losing to
Dowling, Adelphi, Niagara, Long
Island and Florida Southern. The "woods" Friel spoke about
Saturday is the combination of
problems which dealt the Wildcats three straight losses following their opening victory
against Boston College.

Poor rebounding when ball possession is important and early foul
trouble have been two of the biggest crosses the Cats have had to
bear thus far. Although the club
doesn't think its troubles are
over, the win- against Maine was
a step in the right direction.
The Cats pulled down 13 more
rebounds than Maine in a game
in which ball possession was
crucial, and only freshman forward John Quinn committed
more than three fouls.
"We had to capitalize on each
possession," said Friel, who was
unable to speak above a whisper
after the game. "We just can't
play like _we did against BC."
Friel was hollering for most of
the game, in his usual form.
The . 1200. hearty souls who
HOOP, page 15

